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A longstanding objective of human-computer interaction research is to develop
better dialog systems for end users. The subset of user modelling research specifi-
cally, aims to provide dialog researchers with models of user behaviour to aid with the
design and improvement of dialog systems. Where dialog systems are commercially
deployed, they are often to be used by a vast number of users, where sub-optimal per-
formance could lead to an immediate financial loss for the service provider, and even
user alienation. Thus, there is a strong incentive to make dialog systems as functional
as possible immediately, and crucially prior to their release to the public. Models of
user behaviour fill this gap, by simulating the role of human users in the lab, with-
out the losses associated with sub-optimal system performance. User models can also
tremendously aid design decisions, by serving as tools for exploratory analysis of real
user behaviour, prior to designing dialog software.
User modelling is the central problem of this thesis. We focus on a particular
kind of dialogs termed task-oriented dialogs (those centred around solving an explicit
task) because they represent the frontier of current dialog research and commercial
deployment. Users taking part in these dialogs behave according to a set of user goals,
which specify what they wish to accomplish from the interaction, and tend to exhibit
variability of behaviour given the same set of goals. Our objective is to capture and
reproduce (at the semantic utterance level) the range of behaviour that users exhibit
while being consistent with their goals.
We approach the problem as an instance of generative probabilistic modelling, with
explicit user goals, and induced entirely from data. We argue that doing so has nu-
merous practical and theoretical benefits over previous approaches to user modelling
which have either lacked a model of user goals, or have been not been driven by real
dialog data. A principal problem with user modelling development thus far has been
the difficulty in evaluation. We demonstrate how treating user models as probabilistic
models alleviates some of these problems through the ability to leverage a whole raft
of techniques and insights from machine learning for evaluation.
We demonstrate the efficacy of our approach by applying it to two different kinds of
task-oriented dialog domains, which exhibit two different sub-problems encountered
in real dialog corpora. The first are informational (or slot-filling) domains, specifically
those concerning flight and bus route information. In slot-filling domains, user goals
take categorical values which allow multiple surface realisations, and are corrupted by
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speech recognition errors. We address this issue by adopting a topic model representa-
tion of user goals which allows us capture both synonymy and phonetic confusability
in a unified model. We first evaluate our model intrinsically using held-out probabil-
ity and perplexity, and demonstrate substantial gains over an alternative string-goal
representations, and over a non-goal-directed model. We then show in an extrinsic
evaluation that features derived from our model lead to substantial improvements over
strong baseline in the task of discriminating between real dialogs (consistent dialogs)
and dialogs comprised of real turns sampled from different dialogs (inconsistent di-
alogs).
We then move on to a spatial navigational domain in which user goals are spatial
trajectories across a landscape. The disparity between the representation of spatial
routes as raw pixel coordinates and their grounding as semantic utterances creates
an interesting challenge compared to conventional slot-filling domains. We derive a
feature-based representation of spatial goals which facilitates reasoning and admits
generalisation to new routes not encountered at training time. The probabilistic for-
mulation of our model allows us to capture variability of behaviour given the same
underlying goal, a property frequently exhibited by human users in the domain. We
first evaluate intrinsically using held-out probability and perplexity, and find a substan-
tial reduction in uncertainty brought by our spatial representation. We further evaluate
extrinsically in a human judgement task and find that our model’s behaviour does not
differ significantly from the behaviour of real users.
We conclude by sketching two novel ideas for future work: the first is to deploy
the user models as transition functions for MDP-based dialog managers; the second is
to use the models as a means of restricting the search space for optimal policies, by
treating optimal behaviour as a subset of the (distributions over) plausible behaviour
which we have induced.
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Lay Summary
A longstanding objective of human-computer interaction research is to develop better
dialog systems for end users. Where these dialog systems are commercially deployed,
they are often to be used by a vast number of users, where sub-optimal performance
could lead to an immediate financial loss for the service provider, and even user alien-
ation. Thus, there is a strong incentive to make dialog systems as functional as possible
immediately, and crucially prior to their release to the public. Models of user behaviour
fill this gap, by simulating the role of human users in the lab, without the losses asso-
ciated with sub-optimal system performance. User models can also tremendously aid
design decisions, by serving as tools for exploratory analysis of real user behaviour,
prior to designing dialog software.
User modelling is the central problem of this thesis. We focus on a particular
kind of dialogs termed task-oriented dialogs (those centred around solving a task)
because they represent the frontier of current dialog research and commercial deploy-
ment. Users taking part in these dialogs behave according to a set of user goals, which
specify what they wish to accomplish from the interaction, and tend to exhibit variabil-
ity of behaviour given the same set of goals. Our objective is to capture and reproduce
(at the semantic utterance level) the range of behaviour that users exhibit while being
consistent with their goals.
We approach the problem as an instance of generative probabilistic modelling, with
a model of user goals, and which we induce automatically from data. We argue and
demonstrate that doing so has numerous practical and theoretical benefits over previous
approaches to user modelling which have either lacked a model of user goals, or have
been not been driven by real dialog data. We demonstrate the efficacy of our approach
by applying it to two different kinds of task-oriented dialogs, the first are informational
(slot-filling) domains, such as flight booking and but route enquiry, and the second are
spatial navigation dialogs, which are novel for statistical dialog modelling.
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Modern computing is pervasive and ubiquitous. Recent years have witnessed an ex-
plosion in the number of devices in circulation, and a change in the nature of devices
in use. While twenty years ago the predominant paradigm of computing was a desktop
environment, the majority of devices being sold today would not be recognised as com-
puters in a previous era: smartphones, tablets, watches, and even smart-glasses. With
these new devices simultaneously evolved changes in interaction: where the keyboard
and mouse previously dominated, much interaction is now done with touch-screen de-
vices. More relevant to this thesis, voice-driven interaction has started to appear on
these devices: a famous example being Siri, the name given to Apple’s iOS person-
ality, to whom you can speak and give instructions, and receive answers as speech.
Siri is an example of a simple dialog system: a piece of software which engages in
conversation with humans. Dialog systems are the broader focus of this thesis.
There are many environments in which the ability to converse with a computer is
not just desirable, but essential. In hostile environments, traditional input devices may
not be usable. Visually impaired users may not be able to make effective use of tra-
ditional peripherals. Older people, or those without the exposure to computing, may
feel much more at ease with an established means of interaction (dialog) than being
forced to learn an alien means. Many computer systems are accessed remotely by
phone, but presently require a human to sit at the other end of the line, and interface
with the computer on behalf of the caller, because the breadth of functionality offered
by the system cannot yet be reliably exposed over a conversational interface. The last
of these items, the phone interaction, has seen some limited success and commercial
deployment: systems for travel booking, restaurant information, and meeting schedul-
ing have been deployed commercially (Williams, 2012). However, in the space of all
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possible conversations these certainly rank amongst the simplest that could be held: in
these dialogs, one of the participants is a computer which is tasked with providing the
human user with information in a very specific domain.
What has prevented deployment in more complex domains? In part, although the
study of dialog and of automated interlocutors is relatively old, it relies on technolo-
gies that have until recently not been sufficiently mature: speech recognisers, semantic
parsers, natural language generators, and text-to-speech engines must all be relatively
robust for the dialog problem to be manageable. However, another hindrance has been
the lack of a solid and accepted framework for modelling the dialog decision process,
such that advances in one domain provide at the very least insight (if not direct traction)
when applied to another. Each dialog system has been a complex and specific series of
rules specifying behaviour exhaustively (Strik et al., 1997; Suendermann et al., 2009).
More recently, the notion of automated dialog management as Markov Decision Pro-
cesses (MDP)1 has emerged as a standard in which dialogs can be represented, and the
correct move inferred (Levin et al., 1998; Roy et al., 2000; Singh et al., 2002; Williams
and Young, 2007; Henderson and Lemon, 2008). This has led to some degree of for-
malisation as to the mechanics of dialogs. With this formalisation comes the ability to
apply a whole raft of techniques and insights from machine learning to the construc-
tion of dialog systems. Just as with many other areas of Artificial Intelligence in the
last thirty or forty years (speech recognition, machine translation, parsing, information
retrieval, image annotation, to name a few), this sets the stage for big leaps in the level
of functionality we can expect from dialog systems.
This is the context in which this thesis is set: the adoption of a more formal sta-
tistical paradigm for human-computer dialogs. While this paradigm has been adopted
quite successfully for learning and executing the machine’s policy in a dialog2, there
is another aspect of the dialog which still largely clings to the older, more explicit, and
less general means of determining action: that of modelling the human user’s role in
the dialog: this is the central problem of this thesis.
Modelling the human user’s role in dialog has a particular significance in the
Markov Decision Process paradigm, where it acts as the environment in which the
computer agent finds itself. This makes the origins of the MDP as a scheme of robot
control clear: where the agent is a robot placed into an environment about which it
1We use “Markov Decision Process” to refer broadly to the paradigm, which includes the Partially
Observable and Relational variants.
2A policy is what dictates how an action is to be chosen for execution by the dialog manager at a
particular point in the dialog.
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initially knows nothing, and where learning the consequences of its actions becomes
vital. In dialog there is no physical environment, but rather the response to the system’s
actions is complementary user actions, both of which can advance the state of the dia-
log (ultimately to the point at which success occurs). Thus the agent must learn which
of its actions can elicit which of the user’s actions, and ultimately which sequence of
actions lead to a satisfactory resolution of the dialog. However, placing the agent in
the company of a real human is infeasible due to the complexity of the dialog space:
because of the branching factor of moves available at each time, the number of possible
dialogs is astronomical, and even exposing the agent to a reasonable and representative
subset of them just once would exhaust the patience of the unlucky human many times
over. Thus simulated users are employed, either as the sum total of the training of a di-
alog system, or at least to initialise its knowledge of the dynamics to a non-degenerate
condition. These simulated users are actually just models of user behaviour, however,
like the older dialog systems they have been designed to supersede, they are often build
with large amounts of manual engineering (Schatzmann et al., 2007b,a; Schatzmann
and Young, 2009) and are not portable to new domains, nor do they enable promising
and exciting new types of human-machine dialogs.
Outside of the MDP framework, modelling users has many other (although perhaps
slightly softer) uses. For instance, when designing a dialog system, some exploratory
analysis of user behaviour might reveal that there are certain categories of users with
markedly different behaviours, all of whom should be catered for if the system is to
achieve widespread success. This kind of exploratory analysis can be described as
a usability-motivated approach to user modelling. Further towards the psychologi-
cal end of the dialog research spectrum, building models of users allows the testing
of linguistically-motivated hypotheses about the way in which people conduct them-
selves when speaking to one another, how their dialog strategies evolve over time or in
different situations, or indeed what the fundamental principles of communication are.
Throughout this thesis, we will refer to two schools of thought in dialog research
to which this thesis’s approach to user modelling is relevant: an engineering mind-
set, focused on the construction of effective dialog systems, with little regard to the
plausibility of the mechanism which underpins them beyond its efficacy. The MDP
use for user models as user simulators has fallen squarely into this category: the
model is a means to a definitive end, namely a more successful dialog system. We
also refer to what we term a behavioural view of dialog research, which encompasses
both linguistically-motivated theories, and exploratory usability-motivated research,
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in which understanding the motives and processes underpinning the advancement of
conversation is of paramount importance. While it may at first seem that the goals
of these two strands of research are at best orthogonal, in fact we will demonstrate
that some behavioural insights and a focus on more plausible user behaviour can lead
to improvements in objective downstream applications, most significantly in tasks of
direct relevance to the construction of dialog systems.
1.1 The problem
We have until this point been using the term ‘dialog’ simply to refer to an interaction
between a human and computer in the medium of speech. Here we clarify that for the
purposes of this thesis, we address a specific subset of dialog interactions, which goes
some way beyond what has been previously attempted in the literature. Primarily, we
are concerned with co-operative, task-oriented dialogs between two interlocutors. As
their name suggests, these dialogs are centred around a task, and the purpose of the
dialog is to collaboratively solve the task.
Task-oriented dialogs have been the subject of much research in the literature, both
on the engineering and the behavioural strands of research. While most natural dialogs
do not fall into this category, most of the applications of automated dialog systems
thus far (and certainly those within the statistical MDP paradigm) have been of the
task-oriented variety. These dialogs are the simplest because their purpose is clear, and
it is often easy to tell when they have concluded to the participants’ satisfaction. Exam-
ples include informational (or slot-filling) dialogs, such as flight booking and bus route
information provision. In this thesis we also go beyond these to a different domain:
a spatial navigation domain, which adds an interesting bi-modal aspect to the com-
munication, namely spatial reasoning in conjunction with conversational modelling.
Arguably all these domains are quite simple in the space of all possible conversations
with users, especially when contrasted with open-ended dialogs, but their solutions are
still important because they simultaneously represent the frontier of current research
and the most readily solvable class of problems for which there is genuine use in the
current technological and computational environment.
As we have stated in the previous section, we are interested in modelling the role of
human interlocutors, as opposed to determining a dialog manager’s optimal decision
process. More specifically, we model the behaviour of users as utterances, but at the
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more abstract level of a semantic representation3, rather than directly from acoustics
or natural language. Semantic representations allow us to abstract away from many of
the specifics of language and focus on the intended meaning (in other words, we model
‘what to say’ and not ‘how to say it’).
Key to our modelling are two concepts which relate to the behaviour users tend to
exhibit in task-oriented dialogs. The first is goal-directedness: users behave according
to a set of goals specifying what they wish to accomplish from the dialog. While the
set of goals is not usually observed as part of the dialog, it still largely the behaviour of
users. The concept of goal-directedness is also known as ‘consistency’ in the literature
and will be key to our modelling. The second concept is concern the variability that
users tend to exhibit while being consistent with their goals. Our aim to capture the a
range of behaviour that users exhibit given the same underlying goals.
As we have motivated in the previous section, this kind of modelling has direct
applications for the construction of dialog systems. We advocate the use of models
which can be used as tools for exploratory analysis of interlocutor behaviour, which
necessitates inducing the models from data instead of hand-building them. At the same
time, we advocate the use of models which can be deployed as tools for user simula-
tion with which an MDP-based dialog system interacts to learn optimal policies of
behaviour. This necessitates the ability to generate behaviour from our model (and not
only predict behaviour), and the ability to define complete distributions of behaviour
with a probability indicating the behaviour’s plausibility.
To summarise we require:
1. a model that captures, and is able to generate, the range of goal-directed be-
haviour that humans exhibit (modelling)
2. a means of inducing the model entirely from data, to enable us to use them as
tools for exploratory analysis (learning)
3. a means of inspecting or validating how accurately the model captures user be-
haviour (evaluation)
3Modelling at the semantic level is in line with previous approaches to user modelling in the litera-
ture. It has also been referred to in the literature as the ‘intention’ or ‘concept’ level.
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1.2 Approach
In this thesis we propose an empirical, data-driven approach to modelling users in
co-operative task-oriented dialogs. More specifically, we treat user modelling as an
instance of generative probabilistic modelling, with an explicit model of user goals
and induced entirely from data without prior access to the domain’s vocabulary. Our
approach is based on existing statistical models and techniques, but represents the first
attempt to apply these methods to model user behaviour, at the semantic utterance
level, in task-oriented dialogs.
Modelling an explicit user goal allows us to capture goal-directed user behaviour.
Adopting a data-driven approach alleviates much of the manual effort typically in-
volved in the construction of a user model for the purpose of simulation (for MDP-
based dialog systems). Furthermore, user models based on empirical observations of
human behaviour can help uncover unexpected behaviour, which makes them viable
for use as tools for exploratory analysis. Additionally, an empirical approach places
fewer assumptions about user behaviour than handcrafted alternatives, and removes
the need for speculation.
Probabilistic modelling allows us to express notions of variability and uncertainty
in a mathematically principled way. They also allow us to separate the problems of
model design, model induction, and inference: a separation which allows for a range
of machine learning algorithms for learning and inference to be deployed regardless of
the model structure. It also makes the models largely domain-independent and easily
extensible. The use of generative probabilistic models in particular offers us further
advantages. Generative models define not only the probability of observing behaviour,
but of generating it, thus we can use them as simulators by sampling from the distri-
butions they provide. They are also designed to provide complete distributions over
behaviour, with a probability proportional to the behaviour’s plausibility, making them
suitable for capturing variability of user behaviour as an array ranging from the highly
plausible to the highly implausible. Finally, the distributions learnt can be inspected
for a better understanding of user behaviour.
The ability for generative models to both assign a probability to behaviour and to
generate behaviour offers new avenues for evaluation. Like other probabilistic models,
they are able to assign probability to held-out test-sets, as an indicator of how proba-
ble a model finds unseen data enabling the comparison of the performance of models
relative to one another, but additionally, using the model in generation mode allows us
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to assess the quality of its output.
1.3 Contributions
The contribution of this thesis is in demonstrating that generative probabilistic models
provide a flexible and mathematically principled framework for capturing and repro-
ducing goal-directed user behaviour in task-oriented dialog domains. We show how
generative models of user behaviour can be defined with an explicit model of user
goals. We show how they can be induced automatically from standard dialog resources
without prior access to the domain’s vocabulary. We further show how to evaluate
them intrinsically and extrinsically. More specifically, in the course of this thesis, we
demonstrate the following:
• Adopting a generative probabilistic approach allows us to capture the range of
behaviour that users exhibit.
• Modelling an explicit user goal allows us to better capture user behaviour com-
pared to only modelling observed behaviour.
• The models can grow to accommodate the complexity of real world problems
(we demonstrate this by applying our modelling framework to two problems in
Chapters 5 and 6).
• Models of goal-directed user behaviour of sufficient complexity can be automat-
ically induced from data without handcrafting, and without prior access to the
domain’s vocabulary.
• The models can generalise beyond observed training instances to deal with un-
seen instances, and produce novel forms.
• The models can be assessed and formally evaluated in isolation from dialog man-
agers.
We conclude this thesis by proposing new ways of using the models which we
induce to arrive at some of the objectives we have stated in this chapter, namely: to
arrive at optimal dialog management policies. In the final chapter, we sketch two new
ideas for future work of obtaining optimal behaviour. The first is to deploy the user
models as the transition function for an MDP-based dialog manager. The second is to
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consider optimal behaviour of a conversational agent as a subset of the distribution of
plausible behaviour which we have induced.
1.4 Thesis outline
Chapter 2: Background In this chapter, we motivate the problem of user modelling
as an important step towards building better dialog systems. We describe the
kinds of domains which are of interest, namely, cooperative task-oriented dialog
domains, and describe the kind of behaviour users exhibit within these domains,
with an emphasis of goal-directedness and variability. We relate the problem
of user modelling to the problem of dialog management. We then present the
problem of dialog management as a Markov decision process, and discuss the
role user modelling traditionally plays within the MDP framework.
Chapter 3: Models of Dialog Users in the Literature In this chapter we review the
user modelling literature as a continuum, which at one extreme constructs sys-
tems driven by procedures and explicit rules to produce behaviour that resem-
bles that of users, while at the other extreme defines formal probabilistic models
which treat user behaviour as observations arising from a stochastic process. We
then describe the three classes of evaluation approaches in the literature, namely:
evaluating the predictions of the user models, evaluating synthetic dialogs result-
ing from the interaction of user models with a dialog manager, and finally, eval-
uating the dialog management policy learnt by interacting with the user model,
and we highlight the strengths and weaknesses of each of the approaches.
Chapter 4: Goal-Directed Users as a Data-Driven Generative Model In this chap-
ter, we introduce our own approach to modelling and evaluation, which builds
and expands upon some of the ideas presented in the previous chapter. In our
modelling framework user behaviour is treated as an instance of generative prob-
abilistic modelling, with an explicit model of user goals to capture goal-directed
behaviour, and which we induce entirely from data without handcrafting or prior
access to the domain’s vocabulary. We highlight the strengths of this approach
compared to previous approaches, which include, generality, adaptability to new
domains, learnability from data, and its ability to capture not only observable
dialog behaviour but also latent structure. Finally, we motivate evaluating the
models in isolation from a dialog manager, and present the standard machine
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learning evaluation metrics and ideas adopted in this thesis. The modelling
framework presented in this chapter is used to develop models in the remain-
der of the thesis.
Chapter 5: Modelling Users with Latent Categorical Goals In this chapter, we ap-
ply the modelling framework to two standard dialog domains of the slot-filling
variety conceding travel information. Key to ensuring consistency of user be-
haviour in slot-filling domains is the notion of user goals. User goals in these
domains take categorical values which allow multiple surface realisations (e.g.,
New York, NYC). Because the data for these domains is typically collected over
noisy channels, surface realisations are further corrupted by speech recognition
errors (e.g. London, Oakland). We describe the most commonly used repre-
sentation of user-goals in the slot-filling literature: a string-based representation,
and demonstrate its limitations in producing plausible user behaviour. We then
present our own novel approach which adopts a topic model representation of
user goals in conjunction with a bigram model to capture simple conversational
dynamics. Our topic model representation captures both synonymy and phonetic
confusability in a unified model, which we demonstrate is better able generate
plausible user behaviour. We apply our modelling to two standard dialog re-
sources: the DARPA Communicator (flight information) and Let’s Go (bus in-
formation). We evaluate the models intrinsically using held-out probability and
perplexity, and demonstrate substantial gains over the alternative string-based
goal representation of goals, and over a (non-goal-directed) pure bigram model.
To further demonstrate the strength of our model, we evaluate it in a downstream
task. We train an SVM classifier over features derived from our model to dis-
criminate between real dialogs (consistent dialogs) and dialogs comprised of real
turns sampled from different dialogs (inconsistent dialogs). We show that fea-
tures derived from our model lead to substantial improvement over strong base-
lines in performing this task. The work presented in this chapter was published
in Eshky et al. (2012).
Chapter 6: Modelling Users with Spatial Goals This chapter describes the applica-
tion of the modelling framework to a novel dialog domain where the task is
spatial navigation. The novelty in this task lies in the form which user goals
take: instead of taking a categorical form, user goals are spatial trajectories
across a landscape, represented in raw data as pixel coordinates. The dispar-
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ity between the the spatial routes and their grounding in utterance creates an
interesting challenge. We demonstrate how to abstract from spatial routes to a
meaningful representation, using an efficient feature based representation which
we derive. This feature-based representation facilitates reasoning and admits
generalisation to new routes which have not been previously encountered by the
model. The probabilistic representation allows us to capture a range of plausi-
ble behaviour given the same underlying goal, a property which is exhibited by
human users in the domain. We apply our modelling to the HCRC Map Task
corpus. We evaluate our model intrinsically using held-out probability and per-
plexity, and find a substantial reduction in uncertainty brought by our spatial
representation. We evaluate our spatial component extrinsically, first using ac-
curacy, and then qualitatively in a human judgement task. We find that despite a
low percentage of match between our model’s behaviour and that of humans, our
model’s behaviour is not judged to be significantly different from the behaviour
of real users. The work presented in this chapter was published in Eshky et al.
(2014).
Chapter 7: Conclusion and Future Work To conclude this thesis, we return to the
objectives set out in the introduction and review how the approach taken in
this thesis has been useful in addressing them. We summarise the specific re-




The aim of this chapter is to provide appropriate background for much of the dis-
cussion, as well as novel work, that follows. We begin by introducing the relevant
definitions, and then present some of the background useful for understanding where
the contributions of this thesis sit.
2.1 Applications of user modelling
In this thesis, we take the first steps to bridging the gap between behavioural dialog
research, aimed at understanding human behaviour in dialog, and engineering dialog
research, aimed at automating the process of constructing better dialog systems for end
users. We view these objectives as complementary, in that better behavioural insights
can lead to gains in downstream tasks.
One application of user modelling is to deploy them as tools for exploratory anal-
ysis of the behaviour of users prior to constructing dialog systems. This process can
undercover unexpected user behaviour and can thus tremendously aid and inform the
design of dialog systems. This application can be classed as behavioural in the sense
that it helps shed light on human behaviour in dialog, but also as engineering because
it can lead into insights for building better dialog systems. A second application of
user modelling, which is perhaps more direct, is for the automatic optimisation of dia-
log managers, and in particular those formulated as a Markov Decision Process. User
modelling has particular significance in the formalism as it plays the role of the envi-
ronment in which the dialog manager (or MDP-based agent) finds itself. In Section 2.3
we get into more detail on how user models can serve either as an external, ‘sample
model’ for the MDP to interact with and learn optimal policies of behaviour, or alter-
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Figure 2.1: A diagram illustrating the motivation behind developing user models as
adopted in this thesis. ‘Leaf nodes’ in this diagram represent possible applications of
user models. User models can aid dialog system design by serving as tools for ex-
ploratory analysis of real user behaviour, prior to designing dialog software. More di-
rectly, user models can be exploited by MDP-based dialog systems, which learn optimal
behaviour through interaction.
natively, as an explicit ‘distribution model’ or ‘transition function internal to the MDP.
Although the second of these options has been relatively under-explored in the dialog
literature, it gives us access to a different class of reinforcement learning algorithms to
be deployed (namely: ‘exact algorithms’, or ‘planning methods’). Figure 2.1 illustrates
some of the applications of user modelling.
2.2 Definitions
2.2.1 Task-oriented dialogs
This thesis focuses on task-oriented dialogs: as their name suggests, these dialogs
are centred around a task, and the purpose of the dialog is to complete it. Exam-
ples of tasks include modem troubleshooting (Boye, 2007; Williams, 2007), spatial
navigation (Thompson et al., 1993; Janarthanam et al., 2013), and travel information
provision (Levin et al., 2000a; Parent and Eskenazi, 2010). These kinds of dialogs
can be contrasted with open-ended dialogs in which there is no task. In fact, this
is more of a spectrum than a binary separation, as certain dialogs exhibit properties
of both (a doctor consulting with their patients, a tour guide showing people around
a museum, etc.). Despite being arguably simpler than open-ended dialogs, much of
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the research in dialog has been dedicated to task-oriented dialogs, partly because they
have a clear measure of success, with respect to how well the task was accomplished.
In contrast, open-ended dialogs are far less constrained, and it is more difficult to judge
whether they have concluded successfully (and thus harder to measure whether scien-
tific progress has been made when addressing them). Task-oriented dialogs also most
directly translate to commercial applications, making them an exciting and rapidly ex-
panding area of research.
2.2.2 Cooperative interlocutors
Some task-oriented dialogs, certainly those of interest in this thesis, take place be-
tween two cooperative interlocutors who work together towards completing the task,
although, other kinds of task-oriented dialogs, which go beyond the scope of this the-
sis, can involve more than two interlocutors, such as robotic bartending (Giuliani et al.,
2013), or can be adversarial in nature, such as strategic games (Asher et al., 2012).
In certain tasks, one of the interlocutors can be considered an expert while the other
a novice, as is the case in troubleshooting domains, however, this is not a necessary
distinction for task-oriented dialogs. In fact, one of the tasks we address in this thesis,
namely spatial navigation, assumes that the two cooperative interlocutors take different
roles simply as a result of having access to different kinds of information.
2.2.3 Goal-directed users
One notion which is central to this thesis is that of user goals. User in task-oriented
dialogs exhibit what is referred to as goal-directed behaviour, in that they behave in
accordance with some goal, or a set of user goals, describing what they wish to accom-
plish from the interaction. Consider for example flight information provision as a task:
the set of goals which belongs to a user aiming to book a flight would include values
for their city of origin, their destination, a flight date, etc. Users taking part in a dialog
for the purpose of booking a flight would behave in accordance with such goals, in that
they would provide information consistent with, and not contradictory to, these user
goals. Since this thesis concerns modelling goal-directed user behaviour, user goals
will be key to our modelling.
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2.2.4 Variability in user behaviour
Another important factor to consider when modelling user behaviour is what we refer
to as variability, which concerns the wide range of behaviour that users can display.
Under identical circumstances, and even for the same set of goals, users can behave
very differently, not just to one another but also compared to previous actions they
themselves have taken. When modelling how human users behave in these domains,
our objective becomes the ability to capture and reproduce the range of behaviour that
they can exhibit while still being consistent with their goals.
Note that our objective when modelling user behaviour is not to necessarily learn
high quality actions; if we examine the range of behaviour exhibited by users we find
that it varies in quality. Some actions taken by users may seem reasonable to us while
others may strike us as erroneous or sub-optimal. Neither is the objective to confirm
our intuition about user behaviour: some actions taken by users may be ones we expect,
while others can highly contradict our intuitions about user behaviour. Instead, the
objective is to capture the range of behaviour empirically exhibited by users regardless
of how we might perceive its quality. We refer to the range of behaviour that users can
exhibit as plausible behaviour.
In direct contrast to modelling the range of behaviour that users exhibit is the prob-
lem of control, where the objective is to determine optimal behaviour; in other words,
the selection of the best possible action at any given point in the dialog. Control is
the function of the decision making component in a dialog system, commonly referred
to as the dialog manager. When determining the dialog manager’s behaviour the ob-
jective is to select optimal action with respect to successfully completing the task or
allowing users to achieve their goals1. Table 2.1 constant dialog management with user
modelling.
Although at a first glance optimal behaviour and plausible behaviour may seen or-
thogonal, they are in fact complementary. As it will become more apparent throughout
this chapter, obtaining one is in fact a prerequisite to accomplishing the other: in order
to discover optimal dialog management decisions, a model of plausible user behaviour
is not only desirable, but required. The intuition is that in order to determine the best
kinds of actions, one needs to know how users tend to respond to these actions, and
make decisions accordingly.
1Although one can imagine there being a small set of optimal actions, current state-of-the-art dialog
managers assume a single optimal action at any given point.
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User Model Dialog Manager
Capturing plausibile actions Determining optimal actions
A distribution over plausible behaviour A policy of optimal behaviour
Directed by user goals Optimised with respect to task objective
Table 2.1: A table contrasting user modelling with automated dialog management. Mod-
els of user behaviour capture the range of goal-directed behaviour that users exhibit.
In constant, the aim of dialog management is not to exhibit plausible human-like be-
haviour, but to take the best action at any given point in the dialog. Automated dialog
management is typically optimised with respect to a ‘task objective’.
2.3 The problem of dialog management
A dialog system consists of various components. A speech recogniser receives acous-
tic stimulus from a user and transcribes it into a sequence of words, which are then
interpreted into a semantic representation using a natural language understanding com-
ponent (with an underlying semantic parser). Semantic representations allow us to ab-
stract away from some of the specifics of natural language and focus on the intended
meaning of the utterance. The dialog manager is designed to operate at this abstract se-
mantic level, and needs to decide what to say, or what semantic utterances to produce,
in response to the user stimulus for the purpose of solving the underlying task. On the
output generation side, the reverse process is followed: the natural language generation
component translates the semantic utterance into a sequence of words which are then
synthesised into an acoustic utterance using a speech synthesis component2. Figure 2.2
visually depicts these concepts. Much research has been dedicated to each of the five
components described above, but the dialog manager is the component relevant to the
problem we wish to address.
In the simplest case, a dialog manager would follow a handcrafted dialog strategy,
or policy, dictating how to behave for every possible user stimulus3. Simple hand-
crafted policies may be appropriate for very small domains, with only a handful of
states and actions, especially in the absence of uncertainty or non-determinism. How-
ever, as soon as uncertainty or non-determinism are introduced to the problem, these
2One variation on this process is to converse directly at the textual (or natural language) level using
a keyboard as the user input device.
3We use the terms ‘strategy’ and ‘policy’ synonymously to refer to the dialog manager’s choice of
action at a given point in the dialog.














Components of a Dialog System
Figure 2.2: A dialog system consists of five components. A speech recogniser pro-
cesses the acoustic utterance of the user into a sequence of words. The natural lan-
guage understanding component parses the sequence of words into the appropriate
semantic representation. The dialog manager receives as input the semantic utter-
ances of the user, and then needs to decide what to say, or what semantic utterances
to produce, in response. The output is then converted into a sequence of words using
the natural language generation component, and finally synthesised into an acoustic
utterance using the speech synthesis component.
simple strategies fail to cope. Furthermore, because they are handcrafted for a particu-
lar domain, it is difficult, or in most cases impossible, to transfer them to new domains,
forcing dialog system engineers to laboriously handcraft policies for every possible
new domain.
The alternative to handcrafting policies is to automate the process of discovering
them by allowing the dialog manager to select actions automatically, a concept which
can be referred to as automated control or automated dialog management. If the dialog
manager bases its decision of what to say only on the latest observed user stimulus,
then the resulting policy would be appropriate locally, but would ignore long-range
consequences of the behaviour. Thus for the dialog manager to make more coherent
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decisions, future effects of its actions must be incorporated into its decision process.
An appropriate framework, which explicitly accounts for long-range effects of actions,
is the Markov decision process (MDP) (Sutton and Barto, 1998). The basic idea of
MDP is to treat each decision, not in isolation given only present information, but as
one of a sequence of decisions made to optimise a long-range task objective. In the
last two decades, the Markov decision process has become the most prevalent approach
for dialog management in the dialog research community4. A description of the main
concepts of formalism follows.
2.3.1 Dialog management as an MDP
An MDP-based agent is tasked with solving a sequential decision problem, in other
words, taking a sequence of actions towards solving the task at hand. The agent in-
teracts with an environment from which it receives stimulus, and we define the envi-
ronment to be anything external to the agent. The agent typically keeps track of an
environment state, which in the simplest case is the latest environment stimulus, but
usually contains more information about the configuration of the environment thus far
and as perceived by the agent. The agent then needs to decide what action is most
optimal at the present state of the environment. Optimal actions are those that max-
imise a long-term objective defined in terms of the task to be solved. Solving the MDP
amounts to discovering the optimal policy of behaviour, or the optimal action to take
for every possible state.
The task objective is expressed as numerical quantities assigned to states to signal
their desirability from the perspective of the task at hand. There are two kinds of
such numerical quantities: local rewards and global values, both of which are relative
quantities indicating the utility of states compared to other states (with no upper or
lower bound).
Rewards indicate the utility of states in an immediate sense, while values indicate
the utility of states in the long run. Rewards are usually computed as a function of
task completion and possibly additional desirable out comes (commercial objectives,
such as dialog length, cost of performing certain actions, and user satisfaction). Re-
ward functions are required at the time of formulating the MDP and must therefore
be derived in advance prior to solving the MDP. Values, on the other hand, are com-
4Dialog management has also been treated as a Partially Observable Markov Decision Process,
(POMDP, pronounced pom-dee-pee) which is an extension of MDPs that retains uncertainty about the
state as a probability distribution called a ‘belief state’.
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puted during the process of solving the MDP. More specifically, a value of a state is
computed as the total amount of reward the agent can expect to accumulate over time
from that state. Where rewards determine the immediate desirability of a state, values
indicate long-term desirability by taking into account the states that are likely to fol-
low, and the rewards available in those states. For example, a state might yield a small
immediate reward, but has a high value because it is cumulatively followed by other
states that yield high rewards, and the inverse can also be true: a state which yields
a large immediate reward might have a low value because it is cumulatively followed
by other states that yield small rewards. Ultimately, action choices of an MDP-based
agent, in other words, policies, are made based on value judgements; the agent seeks
actions which bring highest values not highest rewards, because the agent is interested
in actions which are optimal globally and in the long run.
Formally, an MDP consists of:
1. S, a set of states
2. A, a set of actions
3. t : S,A→ S, a transition function taking a state and action and returning a new
state
4. ra(s,s′)→ R a real-valued reward associated with moving from state s to state
s′, achieved by taking action a
Dialog management can be formulated as an MDP. In this formalism, the concept
of an MDP agent corresponds the dialog manager. The actions that the agent can make
(the set A) are dialog utterances. The environment in this problem is essentially the
user, and states (elements from S) would typically include previous user actions along
with variables indicating long-term dialog state (whether certain information had been
provided, number of times something had been requested, etc). The transition function
is a (possibly probabilistic) mapping from one state to another under a particular action
a. Much of what is known about the environment is encoded in a transition fucntion.
The reward indicates how good the evolution of state from s to s′ is in an immediate
sense. In the next sections we turn to the business of maximising reward over the
sequence of future actions, which is the essential problem in an MDP and one to which
we devote much of the rest of this chapter. For now, Table 2.2 lists some MDP concepts
and what they correspond to in dialog, and Figure 2.3 visually illustrates the same
ideas.


























Figure 2.3: An MDP-based agent interacts with an environment from which it receives
stimulus, and in response to the stimulus, performs actions. When formulated as an
MDP, the dialog manager corresponds to the MDP agent, who interacts, not with a
physical environment, but with a user, and produces machine utterances in response to
user utterances.
2.3.2 Policies and optimal decisions
A policy can be viewed as a function π : S→ A, which tells the manager which action
a to take in state s. The goal of learning a dialog manager, or solving an MDP, is to
derive the policy π. Typically the goal is to find an optimal policy.
To motivate the notion of optimality, consider that choosing the action a that max-
imises the reward ra(s,s′) is simple if we have access to the function t. We simply
choose the action a which results in the state s′ where the reward ra(s,s′) is great-
est. If t returns a probability distribution over successor states p(s′|s,a) then this can
be straightforwardly extended to choosing the action a that maximises the expected
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MDP Concept Corresponding Dialog Concept
Agent Dialog Manager
Agent Action Machine Utterance
Environment User
Environment Stimulus User Utterance
Table 2.2: Dialog management can be formulated as a Markov decision process (MDP).
In this formalism, the concept of an MDP agent corresponds to the dialog manager,
whose actions are machine utterances. The concept of the environment with which the
agent interacts (and from which it receives stimulus) corresponds in dialog to the user,
who produces user utterances.
reward:
Expected reward(s,a) = τ(s,a) = ∑
s′
p(s′|s,a)ra(s,s′) (2.1)
However, the problem of dialogs (and in fact all MDPs, or sequential decision
problems) is deciding what to do now to maximise total reward in the future. We can








Which is to say, we wish to choose the action a now which maximises our total re-
ward in the future (assuming t = 0 is now). We cannot approach this problem greedily
(i.e. by just picking the action with the largest τ(s,a)) because the rewards we obtain
in the future for future actions at depend on the state at that time, which depend on the
actions we choose now through the transition function. Note also how the summation
over τs is to infinity: while many problems will have terminal states, nothing in the
paradigm requires some of the states in S to be goal or terminal states. For this reason,
it is common to define a horizon (a maximum t over which ψ is defined), and also a
discount factor 0< γ<= 1 which allows rewards for low t to be weighted differently to
rewards in the distant future (each τ(st ,at) in (2.2) is multiplied by γt). This practically
reduces the infinite summation to a summation over a finite horizon, or one that can be
suitably well approximated by one.
At its simplest, the policy π is a lookup table which maps a state to the correct
action (for dialog, the semantic utterance to be made by the dialog manager when
in that state), which is to say the action which maximises ψ. By tracing the set of
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utterances to be produced by the manager in response to the set of user stimuli, then
the result is effectively a dialog plan; a sequence of actions to be taken from any state,
potentially to a terminal state if one has been specified for the problem.
Early MDP-based dialog managers relied on the tabular policies we just described
(Kaelbling et al., 1996), which are simple and effective for problems with a small
number of states. Most real-world problems, however, do not lend themselves to an
enumerable state space, but instead, have unmanageably large, continuous, or even
infinite state spaces. In such cases a tabular representation of policies is not possible.
In these cases, an alternative is to employ a functional approximation to ψ(s,a) (or of
the value of the state s, V (s) where V (s) can be seen as :
V (s) = max
a
ψ(s,a)
Functional policies operate by mapping states to feature vectors, and then treating
the approximation of ψ (or V) as a regression problem. Once the regressor is trained,
this solution is almost as fast and tractable as the tabular policy but crucially generalises
to any state/action pair for which a feature vector can be derived. For these reasons,
functional policies have in the last decade replaced tabular policies as the state of the art
approach in dialog management (Henderson et al., 2005; Denecke et al., 2005; Lemon
et al., 2006; Henderson et al., 2008; Rieser and Lemon, 2008; Thomson et al., 2008;
Li et al., 2009; Pietquin et al., 2011a,b; Daubigney et al., 2012).
2.3.3 Models of user behaviour
Now that the framework of dialog management as an MDP has been established, we
turn to describing the role which our work would fill within this formalism. In previous
sections we covered the notion of a transition function, which is the means by which
a state st evolves to st + 1 after action a. In the simplest case, this is a black box
which produces a successor state for a given state-action pair. However, if the entire
transition function is known as at the time of inducing the policy π, it serves as a
model of the environment. As such it can be used to predict how the environment will
respond to its actions (Sutton and Barto, 1998). This can be a very powerful concept
and opens the door to a different class of learning algorithms. In the domain of dialog,
the environment is the user and various attributes of the conversation with the user.
In the reinforcement learning literature, models (transition functions) that produce
a description of all possibilities and their probabilities are called distribution models,









Figure 2.4: An MDP-based dialog manager is able to learn the optimal policy of be-
haviour through interaction with real users using iterative learning (or reinforcement
learning) algorithms. However, because employing real users for this task is expensive
and time consuming, user simulators play the role of real users. In reinforcement learn-
ing terminology, the user simulator constitutes a sample model because it produces a
sample of a user utterance in response to a machine utterance (rather than an entire
distribution over possible responses).
while those that produce one of the possibilities, sampled according to the probabilities
are called sample models. Distribution models are more powerful than sample models
in that they can always be used to produce samples. However, in many applications,
it is much easier to obtain samples than from the transition function than the complete
distribution over possibilities. For example, an agent that is expected to learn to interact
with its physical environment can simply be placed within the environment, where each
sensing action the robot makes results in a sample. In dialog, while iterating with real
users is a possibility (Gas̆ić et al., 2011), it has been argued that it is expensive and
labour intensive to do so (Eckert et al., 1997).
An alternative to learning by interaction with a physical environment or with real
users is to use models to simulate experience. Given an agent action, a sample model
produces a possible transition, while a distribution model provides a distribution over
all possible transitions. Given a policy, a sample model could produce an entire
episode; and a distribution model could produce the distribution over all possible
episodes. In either case, we say the model is used to produce simulated experience.
Thus far simulators in dialog management have been confined to the sample model
variety, and the probabilistic nature of transitions has been somewhat under-explored.
We argue that in estimating a distribution model we begin to pave the way for more
accurate estimation of values, and thus better policies.
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User Model Sample Model Distribution Model
Function User Simulator Transition Function
Dialog Management Planning Methods Learning Methods
Policy Discovery (Exact) (Approximate)
Table 2.3: If a complete model of user behaviour is known ahead of time in the form of a
distribution model, then it can serve as a transition function. Planning methods, or exact
solutions, can then be deployed for process of discovering the optimal dialog manage-
ment policy. On the other hand, if only samples of user behaviour can be obtained, then
the user model is treated as a user simulator. The dialog management policy can then
be discovered through interaction using learning methods, or approximate solutions.
Note that distribution models can be used as sample models, but that the inverse is not
true.
To be concrete: for each action that can be taken by the agent, a user model pro-
duces a description of the possible user responses and their probabilities. In other
words, the user model produces a distribution over user behaviour given the agent’s
behaviour. When computing probabilities, the user model can also take into account
the history of interaction between the agent and the user, or more abstract dialog state
monitoring variables. This thesis focuses only on the user response, but the meth-
ods deployed are sufficiently general to be further extended to include more than the
response. Given the probability of the possible outcomes, and the utility of the out-
comes, as computed by the value function, the agent can discover an optimal policy of
behaviour, which is the subject of section 2.3.4.
Much of the work in statistical dialog management has addressed the problem of
control, or dialog management. In contrast, the problem of user modelling has been
the subject of fewer studies and has seen fewer scientific advances. The presentation
of this chapter is in part to highlight that better user modelling, and understanding its
place in the scheme of dialog management as a whole, has the potential to improve
dialog managers too.
2.3.4 Algorithms for optimal policy discovery
So far we have defined what an MDP is, and what makes a policy optimal: an optimal
policy picks the a which maximises the expected sum of future rewards, which we
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labelled ψ(s,a), for all s∈ S. As we noted, a related quantity is V (s), the value function
for the state s, which is simply ψ(s,a) for the best action a at s. However, we have said
nothing about how to go about discovering this policy, which amounts to obtaining the
values for ψ or V .
At first it may seem odd to talk about determining the values of these functions
as a difficult step. It should be a simple case of computing the relevant summations
(as in Equation (2.2)) for all possible s,a pairs. However, one must remember that
the cardinality of S, the number of possible states, may be very large or even infinite.
This is often the case when a state represents a cross-product of several categorical
variables, each of which is of modest dimensionality. For example, if S contains the
last user utterance (one of twenty possible, a fairly small number), the grounding status
for each of two slots (three possible values each, unprovided, provided and grounded),
and the value for each of those two slots (one of a thousand possible entries each,
tiny if these are flight destinations, bus stops, etc.), then there are 180 million possible
states. These are modest numbers for a dialog. Add to this a set of ten possible dialog
manager actions, and there are close to two billion values to compute, each of which
requires summing over the set of successor states until a goal state is reached.
To approach solving this problem, there are two fundamental classes of algorithms
for MDP policy discovery. At the heart of both is the computation of values as global
estimates of the utility of state-action pairs. More specifically, both classes of algo-
rithms are based on looking ahead to future events, computing backed-up values, and
using them to update estimates of value functions (Sutton and Barto, 1998), on which
policies of behaviour are finally based. There are, however, some fundamental differ-
ences between the two classes of algorithms.
The first groups of algorithms require access to a complete transition function, i.e. a
complete distribution model of user behaviour (or environment, in MDP terminology).
These methods are classed as exact, or planning methods. Dynamic Programming
and brute force search (exhaustively expand the transition function and search the en-
tire state space for the optimal policy), are two kinds of planning methods for MDP
policy discovery. Examples of planning methods for obtaining policies of MDP-based
dialog managers include Walker et al. (1998b,a); Young (2000) on exact Dynamic Pro-
gramming, and Chandramohan et al. (2010) on approximate Dynamic Programming.
These methods use algorithms to efficiently but exactly compute the summation in
Equation (2.2).
The second class of algorithms are learning methods, which do not necessarily
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rely on access to a complete and accurate transition function, but are instead able to
bootstrap from samples or experience. Another way to think of these is as Monte
Carlo estimators to the expectation in Equation (2.2). These treat the model as a black
box, capable of generating samples or “experience” of how the environment behaves.
Learning methods are then able to estimate a policy directly from raw experience.
This is particularly useful in situations where acquiring an accurate distribution model
of the environment is hard, but generating experience is easy, for example, when the
agent is interacting with a natural system (the physical environment, for instance).
However, these methods are also useful because they can learn an optimal policy from
an incomplete model of the environment given sufficient samples. To reiterate, learning
methods:
1. are compatible with situations where no model, or only a partial model, of the
environment can be defined
2. do not require full distributions of environmental responses and can bootstrap
from samples
both of which are powerful concepts. Learning methods have been the primary ap-
proach for dialog management policy discovery in the literature (Levin et al., 1998;
Roy et al., 2000; Singh et al., 2002; Williams and Young, 2007; Henderson and Lemon,
2008; Young et al., 2010).
Young (2000) show examples of optimal dialog policy discovery for both planning
and learning methods, but express a preference for the latter. Crucially, for both classes
of methods, a model of the environment must exist, either in a distribution form to
admit planning, or as an experience-generating black box (at the very least) to admit
learning. Table 2.3 illustrates some of these ideas.
2.3.5 A final note
It is customary in dialog management research to first obtain a model of user behaviour
(either through handcrafting or by automatically inducing it) and then use it to induce
an optimal policy for the dialog manager. Figure 2.5 illustrates this approach as a ”two-
stage modelling” framework. We follow the same convention, but concern ourselves
with the first stage of this process: learning an accurate model of user behaviour. We
defer the second stage to future work.












Two-Stage Learning of an Optimal Dialog Manager
Figure 2.5: It is customary in dialog management research to first obtain a model of user
behaviour (either from data or by handcrafting it) and then to use it to induce an optimal
policy for the dialog manager. We follow the same convention, but concern ourselves
with the first stage of this process: learning an accurate model of user behaviour from
static dialog data.
As we have described in Section 2.3.3, there are two kinds of user models: sample
models and distribution models. The former are suitable for learning algorithms, while
the latter are suitable for planning methods. The models we induce in this thesis can
serve as either of those, because we learn complete distributions from which we can
sample behaviour.
2.4 Conclusion
The aim of this chapter was to provide appropriate background for much of the dis-
cussion, as well as novel work, which will follow. We motivated the problem of user
modelling as an important step towards building better dialog systems, either as tools
for exploratory analysis of user behaviour, or more directly as sample models / distri-
bution models to be used by MDP-based dialog management.
We started by introducing some of the relevant definitions in Section 2.2. We de-
scribed the kinds of domains which are of interest, the kind of behaviour users exhibit
within these domains, and how modelling user behaviour relates to the wider problem
of dialog management.
To help understand where the contribution of this thesis sit, in Section 2.3 we
presented some of the background on dialog management as a Markov decision pro-
cess, and discussed the role user modelling traditionally plays within this framework,
namely as a user simulator (or sample model), as well as the role which it can play (a
distribution model) if the approach advocated in this thesis is adopted.
Chapter 3
Models of Dialog Users in the
Literature
User modelling research aims at providing dialog researchers with models of real user
behaviour in order to aid with the design and improvement of dialog systems. Where
these dialog systems are commercially deployed, they are often used by vast numbers
of users, where sub-optimal system performance could lead to an immediate financial
loss for the service provider, or even user alienation and refusal to re-use the system
once improved. Thus, there is a strong incentive to make dialog systems as functional
as possible immediately, and crucially prior to their release to the public, even when
the systems are designed to continually improve their performance through exposure to
the behaviour of real users. Models of users fill this role by simulating the role of users
in the labs, without the risks and losses associated with sub-optimal system behaviour
when interacting with real users.
In the literature, user models have been primarily developed as tools for simu-
lation. User simulators are used to test the performance of dialog systems prior to
their release to the public. They have also been extensively used to provide interactive
training examples for MDP-based dialog systems, which learn optimal policies of be-
haviour through interaction. In addition to simulation, this thesis advocates the use of
models which can be deployed for exploratory analysis of dialog corpora, in order to
discover the range of behaviour users can exhibit, and to better cater for their require-
ments. Figure 3.1 illustrates the interactive process between a dialog manager and a
user simulator.
Previous approaches to user modelling, primarily for the purpose of simulation,
have fallen somewhere along a continuum, which at one extreme constructs systems
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Figure 3.1: User simulators are one kind of user models built for the purpose of testing
dialog managers prior to the release of the dialog system to the public. User simula-
tors are also extensively used to train MDP-based dialog managers to discover optimal
policies of behaviour through interaction.
driven by procedures and explicit rules to produce behaviour that resembles that of
users, while at the other extreme defines formal probabilistic models which treat user
behaviour as observations arising from a stochastic process. The work presented in this
thesis aims to sit firmly at the modelling rather than procedural end of the spectrum.
However, we first provide an overview of the approaches in the field, with particular
attention paid to this stochastic/procedural spectrum. Specifically, we concentrate on
the notion that when formulating a user simulator as a handcrafted system, it is often
possible to quickly incorporate better intuitions of behaviour, but they do not provide
any insight into data that can be collected of real user behaviour, and are thus not usable
as tools for exploratory analysis. Their assumptions are difficult to test and verify,
and thus it can be hard to know whether the intuition that drove their development is
supported by real data. In contrast, simulators as models of user behaviour (models in
the formal probabilistic sense) require greater initial investment to encode intuition into
a formal probabilistic model structure, but they have greater potential to generalise to
new data, are transferable to new domains, and their hypotheses can be easily verified
and tested using standard evaluation techniques.
3.1 Preliminaries and notation
Modelling user behaviour takes place at the abstract level of a semantic representation
(also known as the concept or intention level) and not at the level of natural language
or acoustics, because the semantic representation allows us to abstract away from some
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of the specifics of language and focus instead on the intended meaning.
Slot-filling, informational domains have been the subject of most dialog manage-
ment and user simulation research. The task of slot-filling is to accurately elicit from
the user (or customer) the values for a set of slots in the presence of ambiguity and au-
tomatic speech recognition (ASR) errors. The values are then placed in a query which
is submitted to a back-end database, and the results are then returned to the customer.
Thus, the dialog manager (which is the decision making component of the dialog sys-
tem) is not required to reason beyond eliciting accurate values. Although simple in
their construction, the difficulty in these domains is as a result of the ambiguity and
ASR errors often heavily present in the user stimulus.
Flight booking is an example of a slot-filling domain, where the dialog manager is
required to elicit a set of values describing the customer’s city of origin (or airport),
destination, date, etc. For example, a user might wish to travel from London to New
York City on the 17th of July, 2014. The set of user goals, g, in this instance are
typically represented in the following form:
{orig city=New York City, dest city=London, depart date=17-06-14}
where orig city, dest city, and, depart date are examples of slots, s, while London,
New York City, and 17-06-14 are examples of values, v. The user might wish to
convey their origin in an utterance, which at the semantic level can take the following
form:
PROVIDE dest city=London
where PROVIDE is an example of a dialog act, a. Other dialog acts include CLARIFY,
REQUEST, CHECK, and CONFIRM, and they tend to vary from one domain to the other.
We refer to utterances at the semantic level as semantic utterances, and in particular
those belonging to the user as user utterances u, and those belonging to the dialog
system (or ‘machine’) as machine utterances m. The semantic utterances are what
we refer to as observable behaviour, and constitute the building blocks of the dialog.
3.2 Stochastic models for user simulation
The first group of user models are the stochastic models, and by stochastic we mean
those with a probabilistic formulation. Stochastic models can be divided into two
groups: those whose parameters are either set manually or even partially hand-tuned,
instead of being driven by real dialog data. We refer to these as hand-tuned models
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and describe them in Section 3.2.1. The second group of stochastic models are ones
that induced fully from data. We refer to these as data-driven models and describe in
Section 3.2.2. Stochastic models include the following:
1. Eckert et al. (1997) define the Bigram model.
2. Levin et al. (2000b) “restricted-Eckert model”: restricts the set of parameters to
be induced at the expense of making it domain specific.
3. Pietquin (2004) and Pietquin and Dutoit (2006) goal-directed model encoded in
a Bayes Net (BN), but hand-crafted.
4. Georgila et al. (2005a) and Georgila et al. (2006) induce Eckert’s model from
data, and condition on a longer history (higher order N-gram models).
5. Jung et al. (2009) conditional random fields (CRF).
Out of the six models, 3 is the only model which explicitly models user goals, while 4
and 5 are the only ones fully induced from data.
3.2.1 Hand-tuned models
3.2.1.1 Eckert’s model
Stochastic modelling of users in dialog at the semantic level was pioneered by Eckert
et al. (1997) for the purpose of debugging and testing dialog systems prior to their re-
lease to the public. Eckert et al. introduced a model based on N-grams over semantic
utterances: i.e. the semantic user utterance is conditioned on preceding semantic utter-
ances belonging either to the machine or to the user, and modelled these conditional
distributions directly. Thus a user’s response to a machine utterance is modelled by the
conditional probability:
pi j = p(Ut = Ii|Mt−1 = I j) (3.1)
of replying with a response Ii when receiving the stimulus I j, where Ii and I j denote
sets or sequences of semantic utterances. The process is assumed to be time invariant,
i.e. the probabilities do not depend on the absolute value of t but on the sequence of
occurrence.
This model has the advantage of being purely probabilistic and fully domain-
independent, but does not place enough constraints to capture realistic user behaviour.
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Specifically, the generated responses may correspond well to the previous machine ac-
tion in a local context, but they often do not make sense in the wider context of the
dialog. Thus the authors suggest that wider dialog contexts can be incorporated by
conditioning on a longer history, as follows:
pi jkl... = p(Ut = Ii|Mt−1 = I j,Ut−2 = Ik,Mt−3 = Il, ...) (3.2)
but restrict the model to a history of 1 (due to data sparsity) and condition a user
utterance exclusively on the preceding machine utterance. This model has since been
known as the Bigram model. Eckert et al. do not train their Bigram model on real data
or evaluate the quality of its output, and instead handcraft the conditional distributions
based on characteristics inspired by their corpus and on intuition.
3.2.1.2 Levin’s model
Levin et al. (2000b) describe how Eckert’s model can be altered to limit the number
of model parameters and to account for some degree of conventional structure in dia-
logues. Instead of allowing complete freedom of user responses to machine stimulus,
only the probabilities for anticipated types of user responses are calculated for each
type of machine behaviour. They formulate a generative model of users using the
following set of parameters:
1. Response to greeting: which includes the probability p(n), where n is the number
of slots provided by the user in a single utterance; the probability of the slot p(s)
(e.g., origin, destination, ...), and the probability of the value of the slot p(v|s)
(e.g., “London”|origin)
2. Response to constraining question: the probability of the user specifying a value
for some slot (for example, slot sR) when the system requests the value for a
different slot (for example, slot sG, where R and G simply indicate different
slots) and the probability of providing additional unsolicited slots in the same
response
3. Response to a relaxation prompt: Parametrised by p(yes|sG) = 1− p(no|kG),
which is the probability of accepting or rejecting the proposed relaxation of slot
Because the model is no longer domain or vocabulary independent, it has a limited
capacity to be induced from data. For example, the model makes assumptions about
dialog initiative (machine-initiative or mixed-initiave, but not user-initiative), and the
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kinds of dialog acts to expect (constraining questions and relaxation prompts), both of
which are not present in their corpus of choice: the ATIS corpus. Thus, they estimate
from data only the first of the parameters of their model and are forced to handcraft the
rest.
Besides being almost fully handcrafted, and being domain and vocabulary depen-
dent, another drawback is that the model does not include as part of the generative
model a mechanism for generating the values for the slots and thus the model is only
partially probabilistic in its formulation.
3.2.1.3 Pietquin’s model
The two probabilistic approaches presented so far ensure that the user model provides
a locally sensible response to a machine utterance, however, they do not ensure that
the responses provided throughout the dialog are consistent with one another. Pietquin
(2004) (and Pietquin and Dutoit (2006)) mitigates against this problem by explicitly
modelling user goals on which user behaviour can be conditioned, in a similar fashion
to the goals presented in Section 3.1. The user goals are defined as a set of slot-value
pairs describing the user’s desired outcome, and was first introduced by the procedural
approach of Scheffler and Young (2002) presented in Section 3.3. Pietquin then defines
a set of variables relevant to user modelling and encodes the dependencies between
the variables in a Bayesian Network. Note however, that a Bayesian Network simply
defines the dependencies between variables in the model, but tells us nothing about the
model structure.
Like Eckert’s model this approach is purely probabilistic, and domain and vocab-
ulary independent. However, the probabilities in this model are all hand-selected and
restricted using intuition, similarly to Levin’s model. Pietquin notes that inducing the
model from data would require either user goal annotations, or inferring user goals
from their observed behaviour, and would additionally require smoothing, all of which
are deemed too difficult.
A final note worth mentioning is the recent estimation of Pietquin’s model, not
from real data, but from simulated data (Rossignol et al., 2011), an exercise which is
in some sense closer to handcrafting distributions than to inducing them from real data.
Rossignol et al. generate simulated data through the interaction of another simulator
with some dialog manager. Their own simulator, which is based on Pietquin’s model, is
then induced from this artificial data. Although they emphasise their ability to estimate
the model from data which in part is (deliberately) incomplete, their experimental setup
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is highly artificial and is still fairly preliminary, as their data was produced with this
experiment in mind.
3.2.2 Data-driven models
Only a small subset of stochastic user models have been induced automatically from
data. Georgila et al. (2005a) and Georgila et al. (2006) hypothesise that user utterances
conditioned on a longer dialog history would result in more consistent behaviour. They
present a fully probabilistic model based on N-grams (similar to that which was first
conceived, but manualy set, by eckert97). They induce the model entirely from data,
modelling only observable behaviour, without an explicit model of user goals.
Jung et al. (2009) is another approach to inducing user models as Conditional
Random Fields (CRF) from data. However, they require vast amounts of annotations
(which, for example, include what information has been provided so far in the dialog).
As is the case with Georgila et al.’s work, this approach still lacks an explicit model
of user goals and assumes that the longer history of contexts gives rise to somewhat
consistent user behaviour.
3.3 Procedural approaches for user simulation
An alternative approach to treating user behaviour as arising from a stochastic process,
is to construct systems that behave as users would, for the sole purpose of simula-
tion, or in other words, for providing training and testing examples for dialog systems.
Because they are not models in the formal sense, we refer to systems designed to
mimic user behaviour as procedural approaches, in reference to the underlying pro-
cedure governing their behaviour, which is typically a set of rules interleaved with
trainable parameters to allow the simulation of variability in behaviour. As is the case
with stochastic models, most of the prominent procedural approaches have addressed
slot-filling domains, and thus the work presented here is confined to this kind of do-
mains.
One of the most prominent procedural approaches for simulation in the literature is
the agenda-based user simulation (Schatzmann et al., 2007b,a; Schatzmann and Young,
2009). Agenda-based user simulation defines a probability distribution over user goals,
which can be induced from data or manually specified when no data is available. At
simulation times, user goals are generated at the start of the dialog, and an agenda,
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which is a stack-like structure of utterances to be produced for each user goal, is then
devised using a deterministic procedure.
Prior to agenda-based user simulation, Scheffler and Young (2002) defined a differ-
ent procedure for simulating behaviour, in which they handcraft rules for actions that
depend on user goals, and define probabilistic parameters for the selection of actions
that are goal-independent. Prior to the start of a dialog, they map out an extensive de-
cision network which determines user actions for every possibility. Keizer et al. (2010)
later combined the procedural decision network with agenda based simulation to allow
for more variability in the simulated behaviour.
Another approach by Chung (2004) defines a different handcrafted procedure to
govern user behaviour, but allows the simulation of unique dialogs by defining four
trainable parameters, which include the probability of terminating a dialog, or the prob-
ability of taking initiative of the system.
Procedural approaches can be appealing, because it is often possible to quickly in-
corporate better intuitions of behaviour as a set of rules, but they require some degree
of handcrafting or manual specification of user behaviour, and this has many disad-
vantages. Firstly, because they are designed to work with specific domains, procedural
approaches are of limited transferability to new domains, which would require us to
laboriously construct a new simulation procedure for every new domain (or class of
domains) we advance to. For example, it is unclear how to transfer procedural ap-
proaches designed for slot-filling domains to a spatial navigation domain. Secondly,
procedural approaches force us to speculate about user behaviour and place hard as-
sumptions about it, instead of allowing us to observe it empirically. Because their
behaviour does not arise from empirical observations, procedural approaches provide
no insight into user behaviour, cannot be used for exploratory analysis of dialog cor-
pora, and have no utility beyond simulation. A third issue concerns the limited range
of behaviour these approach are designed to exhibit. Although they are constructed
for the purpose of simulation, procedural approaches are not often designed with vari-
ability in mind. Thus, they display a restricted range of user behaviour, which in turn
restricts the access of dialog managers to plausible, and potentially important, states
of user behaviour. A final drawback of procedural approaches has to do with evalu-
ation: because they lack a formal probabilistic interpretation they can be difficult to
assess how closely they exhibit real user behaviour without recourse to a dialog man-
ager (with which they can interact to simulate behaviour), an approach of evaluation
we argue against in Section 3.5.
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3.4 Corpora expansion approaches
Another idea related to simulation is that of corpora expansion: the production of static
synthetic human-machine dialogs for the purpose of obtaining more data to train and
test dialog systems. The most prominent examples of corpora expansion techniques
include the work of Cuayahuitl et al. (2005) and that of Li et al. (2013) in slot-filling
domains, in which entire dialogs, containing complete user and system interactions,
are produced. Both approaches use a combination of Hidden Markov Models (HMM)
to model individual subdialogs and a bigram model to model sequences of subdialogs.
Like most stochastic approaches, they model only observed behaviour and lack an
explicit model of user goals (what they refer to as goals are subsequences of system
turns within the same topic, in other words, subdialogs). They further assume that
there are no ASR errors and no multiple surface realisations of the same value.
Although the flavour of the models they present resembles that of the stochastic
approaches, in that they are fully probabilistic, the primary objective of corpora ex-
pansion differs to that of simulation. Corpora expansion is motivated by a perceived
scarcity of dialog resources, and thus strive to generate synthetic complete interactions
that resemble the scarce real interactions. In contrast, user simulation is designed to
be interactive, producing relevant examples for dialog systems for iterative learning
processes. User modelling presented in this thesis more closely falls under the class
of stochastic models of users, and although our models can be used interactively with
some dialog system to produce synthetic data (should one wish to do so) this is not the
purpose of our research.
3.5 Evaluation of user models
The problem of evaluation is central to the ability to perform research: whether progress
is being achieved necessarily assumes some valid and useful way of measuring progress.
While for many tasks this is trivial (is the answer correct or not?) for dialog in general
and user simulation in particular, it is far from straightforward. In this section we ex-
plore the different ways of evaluating a simulator, and the implications these strategies
have on the efficacy of the simulator, its quality, and any potential impact on systems
which rely on the simulator.
There are no strongly established metrics of evaluation for user simulation. This
thesis argues that better models are ones that are better able to capture user behaviour
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(i.e., predict and reproduce). A recent review divides approaches based on the level
of dialog they asses, namely whether they compute turn-level statistics or dialog-level
statistics (Pietquin and Hastie, 2013). We take the following alternative view : eval-
uation approaches in the literature have fallen under three kinds: those that evaluate
the predictive power of the model, those that evaluate synthetic dialogs generated us-
ing the model in conjunction with a dialog manager, and finally, those that evaluate
the policy learned by a dialog manager trained on the model. Our division of evalua-
tion approaches closely resembles that of Georgila et al. (2005a), and to some extent
Schatzmann et al. (2006).
3.5.1 Evaluating model predictions
The first group of metrics evaluate how closely the predictions of a user model resem-
ble that of real user behaviour, exhibited in data not used to train the models.
3.5.1.1 Accuracy, precision and recall
Accuracy, and the closely related metrics of precision and recall, are some of the most
widely used metrics for evaluating user simulators in the literature (Schatzmann et al.,
2005; Georgila et al., 2006; Rossignol et al., 2011). These metrics measure, at the
utterance level, how closely a simulator-predicted utterance resembles that of real hu-
mans in the same context. Imagine that decisions are made at an utterance level: given
some context in the dialog, there is a simulator-predicted utterance us and the utter-
ance the human produced in that context uh. Given a set of such utterances and their







Where 1x is the indicator function which is 1 if the condition x is true, and 0 other-
wise. This is simply to say, accuracy is the fraction of utterances where the simulator
predicted utterance matches the human utterance.
Closely related are Recall and Precision, except that these are defined for a partic-
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Note that the difference between recall and precision is in the denominator: Recall
is the fraction of utterances that should have been ut that were correctly identified;
Precision is the fraction of utterances identified as ut which truly are. Recall and pre-
cision can be averaged over utterance types t to provide global recall and precision
for the system; they can also be combined by taking their harmonic mean, producing
F-measure.
The issue with accuracy, precision, and recall, is that they all assume that given
some context of the dialog there is a single correct response (which we labelled uhi) and
a range of incorrect responses; that is to say, the human produced utterance for some
context is the only possible or correct response in that context. For many problems this
is the case; there is a single ground truth value against which a system is evaluated;
however, this is rarely the case for dialog. One of the central points of this thesis is that
users tend to exhibit a range of plausible behaviour for the same context, and that the
notion of there being a single correct response for a given context is incorrect. Thus,
accuracy, precision and recall heavily penalise models exhibiting the valid variability
they were intended to capture, and in fact bias us towards worse models that exhibit a
smaller degree of variability (a similar concern was also rained in Pietquin and Hastie
(2013)). In this thesis, we argue (and in one instance demonstrate) that these metrics
are unsuitable for evaluating user models and simulators.
3.5.1.2 Perplexity and held out probability
If the user simulator is a probabilistic model (which is to say, for some context the
simulator defines a probability distribution ps (us), then in addition to the metrics of
the previous section, we can use evaluations designed for probability models. These
have the benefit that they acknowledge that realisations of u in particular contexts are
not the only possible realisations, but rather samples from some distribution over what
could have occurred in that context. In particular, the held-out probability metric is
defined over the same set of held out utterances U as:






which is to say the mean probability of the utterances ui under the model of the simula-
tor s.1 This is a standard way of evaluating a probability model, and uses the intuition
1In reality, the probability of the held-out data is the product rather than sum of these probabilities
under the assumption that elements in U are sampled i.i.d. conditioned on appropriate context. However,
since we often wish to compare simulator performance across sets U of different cardinality, it makes
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that if the induced model ps(·) is good, then the probability assigned to actual obser-
vations will be high.
Note however that the target here is not 1: this would again assume that in a partic-
ular context some utterance is the only conceivable choice, which is the point against
which we have been arguing. Indeed this can often mean that metrics related to held-
out probability have little meaning in absolute terms. Rather their strength is in assess-
ing the relative merits of different approaches (although one can make a reasonable
measurement of the absolute efficacy of a method by looking at its performance rela-
tive to a suitable baseline).
As a final note, in language modelling (an area where probability models are widely
employed for similar purposes) it is more common to use perplexity than held out
probability, and indeed some user simulation work has used this metric. Perplexity is
a monotonic function of held-out probability; however, it is on an exponential scale,
and arguably has a slightly more intuitive definition. That is to say, the perplexity
can be thought of as roughly the number of possible utterances to be chosen between
at any given time. In any case, we will often use the two interchangeably, since if
ps(u1)> ps(u2) then their perplexities has the same ordinal property.
3.5.2 Evaluating synthetic interactions
While the metrics of the previous section, in particular perplexity and held-out prob-
ability, have many attractive properties, not all simulators can assign probabilities to
utterances (especially procedural simulators, or probabilistic simulators which have
not been smoothed to account for unseen events). Another common approach for eval-
uating user simulators, which has seen several variants applied in the literature, is to
produce dialogs using the simulator in conjunction with a dialog manager, and evaluate
properties of these dialogs relative to those where a human plays the same role.
For instance, Schatzmann et al. (2005) handcraft a simple deterministic dialog
manager based on finite automata and use it in conjunction with simulators to produce
synthetic dialogs. They then compute similarity measures between real and synthetic
dialogs, which include dialog length, turn length, and the ratio of system and user
actions per dialogue. The simulator is then deemed to be of good quality if the statis-
tics were relatively similar. Alternatively, instead of computing similarity measures
between real and synthetic dialogs, several approaches use explicit statistical tests to
sense to define the metric as the mean per-utterance probability rather than the overall probability of the
data U .
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compare the distributions over real and synthetic data. Cramér–von Mises criterion
(Williams, 2008) and Kullback–Leibler Divergence (Janarthanam and Lemon, 2009)
are two examples of such tests. A slight variant on this approach is have humans rank
the quality of synthetic dialogs and to judge the consistency of their scores (Singh
et al., 2000; Ai and Litman, 2008).
While the principle of this general approach is arguably sound, there are a number
of confounding factors for such an approach. The first is that it assumes that a dialog
manager already exists. While this may be true for many slot-filling domains (certainly
those whose human-to-machine dialog data was used to train the user model in the first
place), this is not the case for most domains. For example, for models induced from
human-to-human dialogs, and also when addressing new kinds of domains, there is no
reason to assume that a dialog manager already exists for the task. Furthermore, the
user models (or simulators) are built for the purpose of training a dialog manager, and
assuming that one already exists presents us with a circular argument.
A second confounding factor for this approach is that it assumes that inferences
drawn about the behaviour of a simulator with a single dialog manager (or perhaps even
a selection) generalise to all possible dialog managers. Finally, the form of evaluation
is indirect, slow and not amenable to automatic optimisation. It sits in an uneasy place
between an intrinsic metric and a task based evaluation, and arguably possesses few of
the strengths and most of the weaknesses of both.
3.5.3 Evaluating learned policies
This final means of evaluating simulators can be considered the default task-based
evaluation. Since most simulators are used to train dialog systems, the idea behind this
evaluation is that better simulators should lead to better dialog managers when used
to train them. Therefore, the evaluation strategy is to hold the dialog manager fixed
in all ways except for the simulator, produce different versions of the dialog manager
using different simulators, and then evaluate the dialog managers. Schatzmann et al.
(2007b) adopt this idea, by using a simulator to train a statistical dialog manager and
then evaluating the learned policy. Since the ultimate purpose of the simulator is to
train a dialog manager, this is a reasonable task-based evaluation. However, there are
some issues associated with this kind of evaluation that should be considered, some of
which are particular to dialog management and some of which are general concerns
with task based evaluations.
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The primary issue is that dialog management itself is not a task for which eval-
uations are typically well defined or well posed, outside of exposing the system to
real human users. The issue with using humans for evaluation is that it is costly, time
consuming and noisy: large amounts of data need to be collected to make accurate
determinations of improvement. Furthermore, which measure should be targeted is
not clear, as there are several: task completion rate; dialog length; user satisfaction;
etc. In any case, for system development (let alone training) using real humans is very
difficult.
Without a real human, or ideally group of humans, the problem of evaluation be-
comes considerably harder. Since the dialog manager is by definition an interactive
system, testing it in isolation is not possible. However, the only way to simulate inter-
action with the system is the same user simulator that was under test. Thus there is a
circularity inherent to evaluation in this domain which it is difficult to break. We there-
fore propose that while ultimate evaluation of the dialog manager has to be the test of
simulators, with the difficulty of performing this evaluation it is almost a necessity to
be able to evaluate the simulators in isolation.
3.6 Conclusion
In this chapter, we reviewed the user modelling literature as a continuum: at one ex-
treme, user models are constructed as systems driven by procedures and explicit rules
to produce utterances that resemble that of users; at the other extreme user models are
formal probabilistic models which treat user utterances as observations arising from
a stochastic process. In the next chapter we will present the theory behind our own
approach, which sits firmly at the probabilistic, data-driven extreme, while at the same
time incorporates the goal-directed nature of procedural approaches.
We described the three classes of approaches commonly used for evaluating user
models, namely: evaluating the predictions of the user models, evaluating synthetic
dialogs resulting from the interaction of user models with a dialog manager, and finally,
evaluating the dialog management policy learnt by interacting with the user model. We
highlighted the strengths and weaknesses of each of the approaches of evaluation. In
the next chapter, we will describe our own approach for evaluation, which advocates
evaluating user models in isolation from the dialog managers they are designed to help
induce in the first place, and which borrows techniques and ideas from the machine
learning evaluation literature.
Chapter 4
Goal-Directed Users as a Data-Driven
Generative Model
This chapter describes the approach we use for our own work in this thesis. We de-
scribe our approach broadly, illustrating its advantages over previous approaches to
the problem of user modelling, specifically those presented in the previous chapter.
Formal details of our methods are deferred to the appropriate chapters following this
one.
4.1 Approach
We approach the problem of modelling user behaviour in task-oriented dialog domains
as an instance of probabilistic modelling, with an explicit model of user goals, and
which we induce entirely from data without prior access to the domain’s vocabulary.





We argue that each of these properties offer us theoretical and practical advantages
when compared to the alternative approaches in the literature discussed in Chapter 3,
which were either fully probabilistic and induced from data but lacked an explicit
model of user goals (Georgila et al., 2005a, 2006), or which had an explicit model
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of user goals, but were not driven by real dialog data, whether probabilistic (Pietquin,
2004) or procedural in nature (Scheffler and Young, 2002; Schatzmann et al., 2007b,a;
Schatzmann and Young, 2009).
4.1.1 Data-driven modelling
Adopting an empirical, data-driven approach alleviates much of the manual effort typi-
cally involved in the construction of procedural user simulators for training and testing
MDP-based dialog managers. Furthermore, basing our models on empirical observa-
tions removes the need for us to speculate about how users might behave under various
circumstances, which allows us to place fewer (biasing) assumptions about user be-
haviour than the handcrafted alternatives. Additionally, learning user models from
data facilitates their use as tools for exploratory analysis of user behaviour, which
would help dialog system engineers cater for the range of behaviour that human users
exhibit when constructing dialog systems.
4.1.2 Generative probabilistic modelling
Probabilistic modelling allows us to express notions of variability and uncertainty in
a mathematically principled way. It also allows us to separate the problems of model
design, model induction, and inference: a separation which allows for a whole raft of
machine learning algorithms to be deployed irrespective of the underlying model. It
also makes the models more domain-independent and far more easily extensible.
The use of generative probabilistic models in particular offers us further advan-
tages. Generative models define , not only the probability of observing a particular
behaviour, but of generating the behaviour; in other words, they can be used to both
predict and generate (i.e., simulate) user behaviour. Generative models are designed
to provide complete distributions over behaviour, with a probability proportional to
the behaviour’s plausibility, making them suitable for capturing the range of behaviour
that users can exhibit, which can vary between the highly plausible and frequent to
the rare and infrequent. The distributions can also be manually inspected for a better
understanding of how users behave under various circumstances.
The ability of generative models to both assign a probability to behaviour and to
generate behaviour offers new avenues for evaluation, which we explore in later sec-
tions. Like other probabilistic models, they are able to assign probability to held-out
test-sets, as an indicator of how probable a model finds unseen data, enabling the com-
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parison of the performance of models relative to one another, but additionally, using
the model in generation mode allows us to assess the quality of its output.
Furthermore, generative models define the joint probability over all model vari-
ables. This means that they can be used for discriminative tasks, such as classifying
user behaviour, predicting how users might respond in a particular situations, or as-
signing probability to new behaviour. However, they can also be used for generative
tasks, such producing the learnt behaviour, or making inferences about latent vari-
ables, such as hidden user goals, given only observed behaviour. Therefore, defining a
joint distribution of all model variables offers greater flexibility (over the discrimina-
tive alternative) of how the model can be used, which is particularly important for the
exploratory nature of much of the dialog research.
Finally, generative models are highly extensible, and can be adapted to accommo-
date the growing complexity of problems, something we demonstrate in the next two
chapter. For example, variables can take different forms (strings, topics, feature vec-
tors) depending on the nature of the input data, and additional variables can be defined
in the model as needed.
4.1.3 Explicit model of user goals
To account for the goal-directed behaviour which users exhibit, we explicitly model
user goals. We demonstrate that as a result of this choice of model we are better able
to capture user behaviour than models which lack an explicit model of user goals.
4.2 Evaluation metrics
The models we propose in this thesis have many pragmatic benefits in terms of the
kinds of behaviours they can display, as we describe above. However, in addition
to this, user simulation has received little attention as a stand-alone problem in part
because of how cumbersome it has proven to be to evaluate it. Thus one of the con-
tributions of this work, and one of the strengths of our proposed approach, is in how
simple it is to evaluate as a stand-alone component rather than being so tightly coupled
with a dialog manager or other system.
Thus far, goal-directed user models have been partially deterministic and have re-
quired some hand-engineering. As a result, it has only been possible to evaluate them
extrinsically using dialog managers. This is circular because we need simulators to
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train managers, but need managers to evaluate simulators. The issue is that judgements
of quality of each depend on the specifics of the other and that a proper evaluation of
one depends on the correct functioning of the other. Furthermore, there is little rea-
son to assume that because a simulator performs well with a certain dialog manager, it
would perform similarly well with other managers.
In contrast, a probabilistic formulation such as we propose allows us to evaluate our
models intrinsically using standard machine learning metrics, and without reference to
a dialog manager, thus breaking the circularity, and guarding against such experimental
biases.
To evaluate the models we adopt the use of some of the prediction-based metrics
presented in Section 3.5.1.2. These metrics are based on notion that the higher the
probability a model assigns to held out data (not used to train the model) the better
the model is at predicting / generating the data. Because some instances will have
not been encountered at training time, this measures the generalisability of the model.
One such metric is the probability a model assigns to the data,where higher is better.
A second (but highly related) metric is perplexity, which computes how surprising a
model finds the data, and where lower is better. Both metrics have previously been
used to evaluate goal-free, data-driven user models in the literature (Georgila et al.,
2005a); however, here we demonstrate that the use of these metrics can be extended
to evaluate a range of more complex models of user behaviour. We compute the per-
utterance probability of held-out data, instead of the per-dialog probability, noting that
the latter was pointed out to be incompatible across dialogs of different lengths by
Pietquin and Hastie (2013). Perplexity is 2−log2(d) where d is the probability of the
instance in question.
Additionally, we go beyond these intrinsic metrics to some extrinsic metrics which
we propose, whose details we defer to the relevant chapters.
4.3 Conclusion
In this chapter, we introduced our own approach to modelling and evaluating goal-
directed user behaviour in task-oriented dialog domains, which combines some of the
ideas in the literature which were presented in Chapter 3. The modelling framework
which we present will be used to develop models in the remainder of the thesis. In this
framework, user behaviour is treated as an instance of generative probabilistic mod-
elling, with an explicit model of user goals to capture goal directed behaviour, and
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induced entirely from data without handcrafting or prior access to the domain’s vo-
cabulary. We highlighted some of the strengths of our approach compared to previous
approaches, which included generality, adaptability to new domains, learnability from
data, and its ability to capture not only observable dialog behaviour but also latent
structure.
Finally, we motivate evaluating the models as a component isolated from dialog
managers, since the user models are themselves built to help induce dialog managers.
We described the evaluation metrics and approaches adopted in this thesis which are
based on, and inspired by, much of the machine learning evaluation literature.

Chapter 5
Modelling Users with Latent
Categorical Goals
This chapter advocates the use of a generative model to simulate user behaviour in
traditional slot-filling (or informational) domains (e.g, flight and bus information do-
mains). User goals in these domains take categorical values which allow multiple
surface realisations (e.g., New York, NYC). Because the data is collected over noisy
channels, surface realisations are further corrupted by speech recognition errors (e.g.
New York, Newark). We describe the most commonly used representation of user-
goals in the slot-filling literature: a string-based representation, and demonstrate its
limitations in producing plausible user behaviour. We then present our own novel ap-
proach which adopts a topic model representation of user goals in conjunction with a
bigram model to capture simple conversational dynamics. Our topic model captures
both synonymy and phonetic confusability in a unified model, which we demonstrate
is better able generate plausible user behaviour. We apply our modelling to two stan-
dard dialog resources: the DARPA Communicator (flight information) and Let’s Go
(bus information). We evaluate the models intrinsically using held-out probability and
perplexity, and demonstrate substantial gains over the alternative string-based goal rep-
resentation of goals, and over a (non-goal-directed) pure bigram model. To further
demonstrate the strength of our model, we define the task of classifying real dialogs
(consistent dialogs) and dialogs comprised of real turns sampled from different dialogs
(inconsistent dialogs). We show that the classifier defined over features derived from
our model lead to substantial improvement over strong baselines in performing this
task. The work presented in this chapter was published in Eshky et al. (2012).
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5.1 Introduction
Automatically simulating user behaviour in human-machine dialogs has become vi-
tal for training statistical dialog managers in task-oriented domains, and in particular
managers based on the Markov Decision Process (MDP) (Young et al., 2010). These
managers are often trained with some variant of reinforcement learning (Sutton and
Barto, 1998), where optimal behaviour is sought or learnt through the exploration of
the space of possible dialogs. Although learning by interacting with human subjects
is a possibility (Gas̆ić et al., 2011), it has been argued that user simulation avoids the
expensive, labour intensive, and error-prone experience of exposing real humans to
fledgling dialog systems (Eckert et al., 1997), and instead substantial effort can be
saved by training managers on simulators and only finally refining or evaluating them
on real users.
Training effective dialog managers should benefit from exposure to properties ex-
hibited by real users. Table 5.1 shows an example dialog taken from one of the domains
which we consider, where the objective is to simulate the user’s utterances at the se-
mantic level. In such task oriented domains, the user has a goal (in this case, to book a
flight from New York to Osaka), and the machine is tasked with fulfilling it. Notice that
the user is consistent with this goal throughout the dialog, in that they do not provide
contradictory information (although an ASR error is present), but that every mention
of their destination city uses a different string. This motivates our first desideratum:
that simulation be consistent with respect to the user’s goals over the course of a dia-
log. Furthermore, one can imagine users not always responding identically in identical
situations: we thus additionally require plausible variability in responses, while being
consistent with the user goals.
Automatic tools such as speech recognisers and semantic parsers are able to process
large corpora, first into text, and then into a semantic representation, which captures
notions of meaning or content while abstracting away from some of the specifics of
human languages. Although this kind of processing provides us with a good level
of abstraction at which to model behaviour, automatic speech recognition (ASR) and
semantic parsing are not error-free; speech can be incorrectly transcribed resulting
in ASR noise, while semantic parsers can produce incorrect semantic representations
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5.1.1 Latent user goals and corpora noise
Key to ensuring consistency of user behaviour is the notion of a user goal for the dialog.
To further motivate our problem, let us consider the formal definition of user goals. In
task-oriented domains, users are goal-directed in that they have a concrete notion of
what they wish to accomplish from the dialog. For example, in a flight information
provision domain, a user might wish to travel from New York City to London on the
7th of April, a construction which is referred to as a user goal, and often represented
in the following form:
{orig city=New York City, dest city=London, depart date=17-06-14}
If we assume that users express their goals by placing them in a semantic utterance of
the form:
PROVIDE dest city=London
then determining the user goals becomes a matter of extracting slot-value pairs from
the semantic utterances. In reality, extracting a user goal of this form is far from a
trivial task: the dialog corpora are usually collected automatically over noisy channels
and without explicit feedback from the users about their true goal. Speech recognisers
(and semantic parsers) make incorrect decisions about the user input, and this results
in corrupted semantic user utterances. For example we might observe (as a result of a
speech recognition error) the following utterance in the same dialog:
PROVIDE dest city=Oakland
We refer to noise arising from speech recognition errors as phonetic confusability.
Consider the dialog in Table 5.1, taken from the DARPA Communicator corpus,
a flight information provision domain. The speech is shown, as well as (a simpli-
fied version of) the final output of a semantic parser, which we refer to as a Semantic
Representation. Note how the user utterance (marked with ?) which express the des-
tination Osaka was mis-recognised by the automatic speech recogniser as Salk Late
City (possibly due to ‘Osaka, please’ sounding somewhat like ‘Salt Lake City’). This
is an example of noise being introduced to the data due to the incorrect decision made
by the automatic speech recogniser. Annotating large corpora with ground-truth out-
put is firstly too expensive, and secondly too time-consuming to be a feasible option.
When working from noisy unlabelled data, it becomes essential to be able to make
inferences about the user goals with access only to their observed surface realisations.
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User goals in this instance become hidden, and our approach is to treat them as latent
variables in a probabilistic model1.
5.1.2 Variability in expressing the latent user goal
In addition to the notions of latent user goals and phonetic confusability, a final point
to consider relates to the surface realisations of the underlying user goals. Surface
realisations exhibit a degree of variability which arises from the ability to express the
same underlying goal in multiple different ways. Consider in Table 5.1 the utterances
marked with : New York and New York City are two ways of expressing the same
underlying flight origin, but other examples from the same corpus include JFK, NYC,
or even Manhattan (despite not being cities). While these strings may be phonetically
distinct, they can be considered as synonyms, or plausible variations of the same user
goal, in the context of the slot concerned. We refer to the variability arising from
multiple ways of expressing the same underlying goal as synonymy, and aim to address
it in our modelling.
5.2 Overview of approach
To reiterate, we wish to automatically induce (from large noisy dialog corpora) gen-
erative models of goal-directed user behaviour, whose user goals have the following
properties:
1. They are latent (true user goals are unobserved as part of the dialog).
2. They are realised as string literals which admit multiple surface realisations (e.g.
Osaka, Osaka Japan).
3. They are automatically transcribed using a speech recogniser resulting in speech
recognition errors (e.g. Osaka, Salt Lake City).
Our approach is to dealing with these points is as follows:
1. We treat each user goal as a latent topic indicator in a topic model, whose obser-
vations are string literal samples drawn from the topic model. The topic model
allows us to cluster together co-occurring expressions of user goals, in order to
1We only address the noise at the level of values, and defer the treatment of noisy dialog acts / slots
to future work.
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account for multiple surface realisations (synonymy) and ASR noise (phonetic
confusability).
2. We treat conversational dynamics between the user and the machine as arising
from a simple N-gram model.
We demonstrate the efficacy of our approach on two slot-filling tasks: flight informa-
tion provision (the DARPA Communicator corpus), and bus route information provi-
sion (Let’s Go corpus), and compare our approach to two others. The first is a standard
bigram model as first conceived by Eckert et al. (1997) and later automatically induced
by Georgila et al. (2005b). The second is (our own) probabilistic formulation of goal-
directed simulators, whose user goals are formulated as string literals, as envisaged
by Scheffler and Young (2002), Pietquin (2004), and Schatzmann et al. (2007b). We
demonstrate substantial improvement over these models in terms of predicting held-
out data on two standard dialog resources: the DARPA Communicator corpus (Levin
et al., 2000a; Georgila et al., 2005b) and the Let’s Go corpus (Black and Eskenazi,
2009).
To further evaluate our model, we define the extrinsic task of classifying consistent
dialogs from inconsistent dialogs. We show that training a classifier over features
derived from our model allows us to perform accurately on this task, and to outperform
a strong baseline.
The results from both sets of experiments demonstrate that latent variable models
of sufficient complexity can help us achieve the best of both worlds (i.e. procedural
goal-directed user modelling and stochastic data-driven user modelling): higher-order,
global constraints on behaviour in a whole dialog combined with the stochastic nature
and interpretability of a fully generative probability model.
5.3 Models of users in dialog
Our aim is to induce a model of user behaviour in dialogs where user goals are un-
observed as part of the dialog. We consider a dialog to be a sequence of semantic
utterances belonging either to the machine or the user, denoted m and u respectively.
Each user utterance consists of an act a, a slot s, and a value v, while each machine
utterance consists only of an act and slot. There are no restrictions on the number of
contiguous machine or user utterances, i.e. machine and user utterances do not neces-
sarily alternate in a strict order. An example of a dialog from a slot filling domain is
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shown in Table 5.1.
5.3.1 N-gram models
The simplest model that can be defined to describe user behaviour in such dialogs
takes into account only observable behaviour and makes no assumptions about latent
states. One such model is the N-gram model of Eckert et al. (1997), which was later
induced from data by Georgila et al. (2005a, 2006). The Bigram model (a first order
Markov model) describes user behaviour as being conditioned on preceding machine
behaviour. For example, the probability of a user utterance under the Bigram model
would be defined as:
p(ui|mi−1) (5.1)
In the simple formulation described here, each user utterance ui, which is the com-
plete {act slot value} triple, is dependent only on the machine utterance immediately
preceding it (mi−1). Although Eckert et al. (1997) suggest that a wider dialog contexts
can be incorporated by conditioning on a longer history beyond the preceding machine
utterance, Georgila et al. (2006) find no large gains to increasing the Markov horizon
(i.e. trigrams and 4-grams, etc.).
In the Bigram model, the probability of a dialog is defined as the product of the
probabilities of each of the user utterances conditioned on the machine utterance pre-




This Bigram model (and similarly a higher order N-gram model) captures some of
the conversational dynamics between the user and the machine. However, it ignores
other factors contributing to the behaviour of users. We have earlier described user be-
haviour as being goal-directed: users behave according to a set of goals which describe
what they wish to accomplish from the dialog. The Bigram model (and higher order
Markov models) do not consider user goals.
5.3.2 Goal-directed models
One way to ensure goal-directed user behaviour is to explicitly model user goals. User
User goals can then be incorporated probabilistically into the N-gram model by condi-
tioning user utterances not only on preceding machine utterances but also on the user
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goals in the following manner:
p(ui|mi−1,g) (5.3)
Previous work has defined user goals as a set of values assigned to slots prior to the
start of the dialog, and have defined values to be string literals (Scheffler and Young,
2002; Pietquin, 2004). For example, in the flight information domain, if the user wants
to travel from New York City to Osaka on the 7th of April, then this is represented as:
g = {orig city=New York City, dest city=Osaka, depart date=07-04-14} (5.4)
The probability of a dialog in terms of the observable variables can be defined by






The simplest variant of g has string values for each of the slots the user is required to
provide in order for the dialog to succeed. Thus we may have:
g = {orig city: New York;dest city: Osaka} (5.6)
as presented in Schatzmann et al. (2005) and Schatzmann et al. (2007b). However, in
these simulators, while the goal is probabilistic, there is no distribution over utterances
given the goal because utterances are assembled deterministically from a series of rule
applications, thus there is also no marginalisation over the goal as in (5.5) above.
The issue with a model of user goals as strings in this fashion is that users describe
the same values in multiple ways (Osaka Japan, Osaka), and speech recognition er-
rors corrupt consistent user input (Osaka mis-recognised as Salt Lake City). Users
also might legitimately switch their goals mid-dialog. Inference in the model would
have to allow for these possibilities: we would have to marginalise over all possible
goal switches.
5.3.3 Topic-Goal model
To motivate our proposal, consider that over the course of a particular dialog one could
look at the set of all the string values uttered for some slot as a count vector. For
example, in some dialog, the count vector of string values uttered for the destination
city slot could be:
vdest city = Salt Lake City:2; Osaka:1; Osaka, Japan:1 (5.7)
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The above vector may arise because the user wants to go to Osaka, but the destination
is initially mis-recognised as Salt Lake City, and the user finally disambiguates with
the addition of the country. Such situations are common in the large noisy dialog
resources which we consider. A naive string-based goal formulation would necessarily
consider the different renderings of values to have arisen from different underlying
goals.
Our approach is to treat vs as a vector of string samples drawn from a topic model.
More specifically, we define a Mixture-of-Multinomials topic model for each possible
categorical slot s in the corpus2. In each model, a latent topic indicator zs is sampled
once per dialog d, and a string value vs is sampled (conditionally on the topic indica-
tor zs) once per utterance i, provided that the appropriate slot s has been sampled in
utterance i according to the action model (recall that we learn one such model for each
slot, and the appropriate model is called upon depending on the slot sampled). Fig-
ure 5.1 shows a directed graphical representation of the Mixture of Multinomials topic
model, and we define one such model for each slot independently. The topic model
is defined over the latent user goals for a particular slot, and the associated observed
string values.
Whilst by far the most popular topic model is the Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA)
(Blei et al., 2003), it provides too much flexibility for our modelling task. In the orig-
inal formulation of LDA, a topic indicator is sampled once per word instead of once
per document. For our task, this would be analogous to sampling a topic indicator
once per utterance instead of once per dialog. However, Because there are far fewer
samples of slot values in a dialog than there are words in a document, LDA provides
too flexible a distribution over count vectors to be used for our task. We confirmed the
poor suitability of the original LDA formulation in preliminary experiments.
We now turn to a description of how the parameters to our model are estimated, and
focus on how the resulting model assigns probability to dialogs. In our formulation,
the latent goal for each slot is an indicator for a topic in a topic model. Each topic can
in theory generate any string (so the model is inherently smoothed), but most strings
in most topics will have only the smoothing weight, and most probability mass will be
placed on a small number of highly correlated strings (strings that frequently co-occur
with the topic). We treat the slots as being independent of one another, and thus the
2We class Date and Time as‘ordinal slots’ and not ‘categorical slots’.






Figure 5.1: The Bayesian Mixture-of-Multinomials topic model, which defines how the
observed slot values vs are generated from the latent user goals. We learn one such
model for each (categorical) slot s in the corpus. A topic indicator z is sampled once per
dialog D. Each string value v is sampled once per utterance I. Word-topic parameter θ
is sampled once per mixture component K, while mixture proportions parameter φ is
sampled once globally (at the corpus level). We assume uniform Dirichlet priors over θ
and φ, parameterised by α and γ respectively.




where zs is the topic indicator for some slot s. In other words, the probability of a
user goal is the product of the probabilities of the topic indicators for each possible
categorical slot. If slot s has a count vector vs associated with it (like the example




In practice, some slots will not have corresponding values, or will be slots whose
values cannot be appropriately represented using the model we have defined in Fig-
ure 5.1. Dates and times, for example, have ordinal and structural relations between
them, and a model which treats them as disconnected entities is not suitable. For utter-
ances defined over categorical slots we use the topic-based goal model, and for slots
with ordinal, structural, or no values, we use the Bigram model defined over the entire
semantic utterance as in Equation (5.2). A better treatment of such slots is deferred to
future work.
To model the interaction between the utterances of the user and the machine, we
define an Act Model, which describes the probabilities of the dialog acts and slots
in a user utterance. The Act Model is bigram-based, but is defined only over {ACT,
slot} pairs, compared to the original Bigram Model, which was defined over the entire
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user utterance consisting of the {act, slot, value} triple. Under the Act Model, the
probability of a user utterance under the Act Model would be defined as:
p(ai,si|mi−1) (5.10)
while the probability of a dialog under the Act model is defined as the product of
the probabilities of each of the user utterances conditioned on the machine utterance




Finally, our complete model of user utterances, the Topic-Goal Model, is defined
as the probability of {ACT, slot}, given by the Act Model in Equation 5.10, times the
probability of the values for the slots, given by Equation 5.9. The following equation







5.4.1 Topic-Goal model parameter estimation
Our topic model is a Bayesian version of the Mixture-of-Multinomials model. Under
this model, each dialog has associated with it a latent variable zs for each slot s in the
goal, which indicates which topic is used to draw the values for that slot. Conditioned
on z, independent samples are drawn from the distribution over words to which that
value of z corresponds—however, the effect in the marginal distribution over words is
to strongly prefer sets which have co-occurred in training as these are assigned to the
same topic.
Bayesian inference in mixture models has been described in detail in Neal (1991)
and Griffiths and Steyvers (2004), so we give only a brief account here for our par-
ticular model. We take r appropriately-spaced samples from a Gibbs sampler over
the posterior mixture parameters θ,φ: θ are the word-topic parameters and φ are the
mixture proportions. We assume a uniform Dirichlet prior over θ and φ, leading to
Dirichlet posteriors which we integrate out in the predictive distribution over v using
the standard Dirichlet integral. For each of our r samples we have K mixture compo-
nents, parameterised by γrz (the Dirichlet parameter for the z-th mixture component in
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the r-th sample) and αrz j for each word j in the z-th topic for the r-th sample. The •





















This states that each of the r samples has topics z which are multinomial distributions
with posteriors governed by parameters αrz. For any of these topics, the distribution
over v is as given in Equation (5.14) (we suppress the subscripting of α here for the
different samples and topics, since this holds whatever its value). The final predictive
probability given in Equation (5.13) averages over the samples r and the topics z (with
topics weighted by their parameters γrz).
5.4.2 Bigram model parameter estimation
Because we require a distribution over all possible utterances, assigning non–zero
probability to cases outside of the training data, our Bigram model is interpolated with
a unigram model, which itself is interpolated with a smoothing model which assumes
independence between the act, slot, and value elements of the utterance. Interpola-
tion weights are set to maximise probability of a development set of dialogs. Each
sub-model uses the maximum likelihood estimator (the relative frequency of the ut-
terance), and unseen machine utterances place full weight on the unigram/smoothed
model (ignoring the bigram probability since it has no meaning if mi−1 is unobserved).
We label this model the Bigram model in subsequent experiments.
5.5 The dialog resources: DARPA Communicator and
Let’s Go
We conduct our experiments on two standard slot-filling, human-to-machine dialog
resources, where our objective is to model the human’s behaviour, conditioned on the
machine’s (or system’s) behaviour at the semantic level.
The first of the two resources is the DARPA Communicator corpus (DC), which is
a collection of dialogs concerning a flight information provision domain. The DARPA
Communicator was collected between 2000-2001 through the interaction of human
users with 10 different dialog systems (Levin et al., 2000a). The semantic form of
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Corpus Semantic Utterance
DC PROVIDE INFO orig city Boston
LG INFORM place [departure place CMU, arrival place airport]
Table 5.2: Example of semantic utterances from the two corpora: the DARPA Communi-
cator (DC) and Let’s Go (LG). Note how in addition to the value, the Let’s Go utterances
contain properties (e.g., departure place and arrival place).
the corpus was later automatically produced by Georgila et al. (2005b) by parsing the
natural language form of the dialogs.
The second dialog resource is Let’s Go (LG), which is a collection of dialogs con-
cerning a bus information provision domain. Let’s Go was collected through the inter-
action of the CMU dialog system, which provides bus arrival and departure informa-
tion, with real users, who were trying to find their way through the city of Pittsburgh.
We use years 2007, 2008, and 2009, which were distributed as part of the Spoken
Dialog Challenge (Black and Eskenazi, 2009).
For both dialog resources we model at the automatically produced semantic level,
which contains noise arising from automatic speech recognisers (and possibly from the
semantic parsers, although, as previously mentioned, we currently only explicitly han-
dle speech recognition noise). We also model the user goals, which are not annotated
as part of either corpora, by treating them as latent variables in our models.
5.5.1 Corpora preprocessing
We preprocessed the corpora by converting Communicator XML-tagged files and Let’s
Go system log files into sequences of ACT, slot, and value utterances. Table 5.2 shows
some examples of the utterances after preprocessing. We divided the corpora into
training, development, and test sets as follows: Communicator contains 2285 dialogs
in total, and Let’s Go contains 17992, and in each case we selected 80% of dialogs at
random for training, 10% for development, and 10% for testing.
We note that Let’s Go is a far noisier resource than the Communicator, as it con-
tains more variability in slot values. The greater variability might be due to the fact that
users can be more flexible with their bus routes than their flight destinations. Another
possibility is that Let’s Go dialogs were collected over noisier channels, which results
in a larger percentage of speech recognition errors. In addition, we note that Let’s Go
semantic parses contain a kind of ambiguity not present in Communicator: the parser
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fails to distinguish departure from arrival places over 90% of the time, and instead
assigns them a generic Single Place property. Our models currently only handle un-
certainty about the value and assume that the decisions made by the semantic parser
are correct, but an improvement could incorporate semantic noise into the model. We
defer this more complex treatment to future work.
5.5.2 Setting the model parameters
Free model parameters are set by a simple search on the development set, where the
objective is likelihood—for the Bigram Model the parameters are the interpolation
weights, and for the topic model we search for the number of topics and smoothing
constant for the topic distributions. For Let’s Go, since we can have multiple places
provided in a single act, we treat each utterance as containing a set of values and build
the count vector for the topic model as the union of these sets over the whole dia-
log. The slots over which the topic model is defined for Communicator are dest city
and orig city (this takes into account PROVIDE and REPROVIDE acts). For Let’s Go
we derive the model over the three properties: single place, arrival place and depar-
ture place, as opposed to the less informative slot place.
5.6 Intrinsic evaluation of models
Our first evaluation metric is an intrinsic, information theoretic metric, based on the
notion that better models find new data (unseen at training time) to be more predictable.
One such metric is the probability a model assigns to test data. A second metric is
perplexity, which tells us how surprised a model is by the data. We argue that these
metrics are more suitable than the precision and recall metrics previously used, because
they acknowledge that rather than each user response being “correct” at the point at
which it is observed, there is a distribution over possible responses.
The held-out probability metric should be understood as a means of comparing the
relative viability of different models of the same data. Note that we are reporting the
probability of unobserved data, rather than data from which the models were induced,
and are thus measuring the generalisability of the models. The absolute numbers are
hard to interpret, as there is no hard upper bound; while it may be appealing to think of
an upper bound of 1, this is incorrect as it would imply that there was no variability in
the data. However, it should be understood that assigning particular behaviour higher
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probability means that the model is more likely to produce it when run in simulation
mode—and since the user behaviour in question has not been seen at training time,
this measures the extent to which the models have generalised beyond the training data
relative to one another. This metric is closely related to perplexity, commonly used to
evaluate language models, such that each can be computed from the other: the major
difference is that the log-probability is on a logarithmic scale. We report the mean per-
utterance log probability of unseen data, that is, the probability of the whole held-out
corpus divided by the number of user utterances.
5.6.1 An upper-bound on String-Goal models
For the sake of comparison, we compute an upper-bound on String-Goal models, which
gives a flavour for how such models would perform optimistically. The upper-bound
assigns probability to dialogs as follows: for each utterance ui if the corresponding
value vi has been seen before in the dialog, the probability used for that utterance
is computed according to the Act Model (which was defined in Section 5.3.3) as
p(ai,si|mi−1), that is, the probability of the act ai and slot si only; there is no penalty
for repetition of the value, similar to Equation 5.10. If the value is unseen in the dia-
log, we use the full probability of the utterance from the Bigram Model, as described in
Equation 5.2. This is optimistic because there is no penalty for repeated goal changes
besides that imposed by the Bigram Model itself, and no penalty or choosing between
previously sampled goals as would be necessary in a probability model.
Any string-based model necessarily assigns lower probabilities to data than the
upper bound, because it would penalise goal changes (in a probabilistic sense; that is,
there would be a term to reflect the probability of some new goal given the old) to
allow for the discrepancy in values present in dialogs. In contrast, our upper bound
does not include such a term. Furthermore, once multiple goal values had been uttered
in the dialog, we would have to sample one to use for the next utterance, which would
again incur some cost: again, we do not have such a cost in our upper bound.
We could in theory use an external model of noise to account for these value dis-
crepancies (and the ASR errors we model in the next section). However, this would
further decrease the probability, as some probability mass currently assigned to the
held-out data would have to be reserved for the possibility of string renderings other
than those we observe.
It bears mentioning that our upper bound on string-goals is not a generative model.
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However, it allows us to assign probabilities to unseen data (albeit optimistically), and
thus provides us with a point of comparison. Although not technically a model, we
refer to this as the String-Goal model for the remainder of the chapter.
5.6.2 Results
Figure 5.2 shows the results of our evaluation. We see that the Bigram Model is weak
on both resources. The results of the String-Goal model suggest that there is much
variability due to synonymy and recognition errors which string-goals are unable to
capture. The Topic-Goal model explains this much more easily by grouping commonly
co–occurring values into the same topic.
Table 5.4 shows the perplexities corresponding to the performances with 100%
training data for all acts and just PROVIDE acts (perplexity is 2−(l p) where l p is the log
probability). Improvements are more apparent when we compute the probability over
PROVIDE acts alone, which the models are designed to handle. And since perplexity is
not on a log scale, the differences are more pronounced.
The Act Model (defined in Equation 5.11) which is a Bigram Model over {ACT,
slot} pairs alone excluding the values, demonstrates the vast discrepancy in uncertainty
between the full problem and the valueless prediction problem. We note that the per-
plexity of our Act Model on Communicator is comparable to that of Georgila et al.
(2006). Table 5.3 shows the log probability.
5.7 Extrinsic evaluation of model
Having shown in the previous section that our Topic-Goal model is a stronger predictor
of held-out data than the String-Goal and Bigram alternatives, we now turn to a task-
based evaluation for a demonstration of the model’s ability to capture consistency with
respect to the latent user goals.
5.7.1 Evaluating model consistency
In the face of slot-value synonymy and phonetic confusability, we define inconsistent
dialogs to be ones that are locally coherent but lack the structure of a real dialog from
one turn to the next. We then suggest that an appropriate task-based evaluation for
models intended to capture consistency is the task of distinguishing between consistent
and inconsistent dialogs. One can imagine, for instance, that the Bigram model which
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Figure 5.2: The mean per-utterance log probability, assigned by the different models to
the held-out data of the two resources: DARPA Communicator (DC) and Let’s Go (LG).
The test data remains fixed while the percentage of training dialogs is increased. The
better performance on Let’s Go (LG) compared to the DARPA Communicator (DC) is
explained by the sizes of the corpora, where LG is 8x larger than DC, and thus more
data is available. Our model, the Topic model, outperforms the others.
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Model DC(A) DC(P) LG(A) LG(P)
Bigram Model −5.85 −8.7 −5.41 −9.22
String-Goal Model −5.6 −7.16 −5.14 −8.43
Topic-Goal Model −5.53 −6.76 −4.73 −7.26
Act Model −2.26 −1.65 −1.02 −0.85
Table 5.3: The mean per-utterance log probability, assigned by the different model to
the held-out data of the two resources: DARPA Communicator (DC) and Let’s Go (LG).
(A) is averaged over all acts, while (P) is averaged only over the PROVIDE acts, the acts
which the models are designed to improve predictions of. We also report the perplexity
computed by the Act Model, in demonstration of the vast discrepancy in uncertainty
between the full problem and the valueless prediction. The Topic-Goal Model find the
held-out data to be the most predictable.
Model DC(A) DC(P) LG(A) LG(P)
Bigram Model 347.88 5979.53 223.23 10125.87
String-Goal Model 270.09 1286.03 169.87 4578.23
Topic-Goal Model 252.78 860.2 113.45 1417.06
Act Model 9.56 5.2 2.77 2.34
Table 5.4: The mean per-utterance perplexity, computed by the different models over
the held-out data of the two resources: DARPA Communicator (DC) and Let’s Go (LG).
(A) is computed over all acts while (P) is computed only on PROVIDE acts: the acts
which the models are designed to improve predictions of. We also report the perplexity
computed by the Act Model, in demonstration of the vast discrepency in uncertainty
between the full problem and the valueless prediction. The Topic-Goal Model shows
the highest reduction in perplexity.
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was designed to capture only local coherence, to be of no help in this task, but that
goal-directed models should be of help. To test this hypothesis, we define the follow-
ing classification problem: using features derived from the Topic-Goal model which
we have automatically induced in the previous sections, can we build a classifier that
would discriminate between real dialogs (consistent dialogs) and dialogs comprised of
real turns sampled from different dialogs (inconsistent dialogs)? In this section, we
demonstrate that we can indeed perform this task with high precision when building
a classifier over features derived from our model. Similar task-based evaluation has
been proposed in the discourse coherence literature (Elsner and Charniak, 2008).
To answer this question, we first need two sets of dialogs: a set of consistent dialogs
and a set of inconsistent dialogs. We then need to determine how useful our model is
in addressing this question compared to alternative models. While we can compare the
utility of our model to that of the String-Goal model, the Bigram model by definition
provides no help in this task, and is thus excluded from this comparison.
5.7.2 Classification datasets
We create a classification dataset as follows: original dialogs, taken directly from the
corpus with no alternations, are the positive examples in our classification problem.
As for negative examples, we require an equal number of dialogs to positive examples,
and also require the dialogs to be locally coherent but to lack the structure of a real
dialog. To create these negative or “fake” examples we do the following: first we
sample whole turns ({machine, user} pairs) at random from the designated corpus. We
then keep a histogram over real dialog lengths, and sample a number of turns for our
“fake” dialogs proportional to this histogram. We then sample this many turns from the
frequency distribution over turns in the real data, and create exactly as many dialogs
in this fashion as real dialogs (as positive examples) in the data. The result is an equal
number of dialogs to real dialogs comprised of real turns, of (expected) real length,
but where the sequence of turns is highly unlikely to be coherent given the random
sampling. Thus, the classification problem is far from trivial.
We conduct this experiment on the Communicator corpus. We produce positive
and negative examples from the training dataset to produce training examples for the
classifiers, and from the development dataset to provide test instances.
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Feature Set Features
String Consistency (S) Did the user provide a different value for the dest city?
Dialog (S) Dialog length (turns)
Mean, standard deviation, min and max acts per turn
Presence of special machine acts (flight offer and confirm)
Presence of user acts (provide a dest city and arrival city)
Proportion of acts which were PROVIDE acts
Did the user provide a different value for the orig city?
Topic-Goal (T) Ranked list of posterior probabilities of top 50 topics
Normalised probability of dialog for topic model
Table 5.5: For the task-based evaluation of classifying consistent from inconsistent di-
alogs, we train classifiers over three feature sets. The “String Consistency” features
are binary features indicating whether different values have been provided for the same
slot. Based on our consistency hypothesis, the String Consistency feature set is antici-
pated to be the weakest. The “Dialog” feature set contains dialog-specific features and
is deliberately chosen to be a strong baseline. The “Topic Model” features are simply
taken from our model. The results of the classification task are shown in Table 5.6 and
Figure 5.3.
5.7.3 Classification features
We train linear Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifiers using the features described
in Table 5.5. These feature sets are designed to capture different aspects of consistency.
The first set of features we derive is intended to replicate the utility of string-based
goals: we set up binary features which indicate whether different information is pro-
vided for the slots over the course of the dialog. We refer to these features as the String
Consistency features. In this instance, different surface realisations of the same value
would be deemed inconsistent.
We derive a second set of features, the Dialog features, are intended to capture
surface level features of the dialogs, inspired by the “similarity measures” presented in
the work of Schatzmann et al. (2005), which provided features to compare simulated
dialogs to real dialogs. Our setting is different: we do not seek to tell real dialogs from
simulated ones, but real dialogs from permuted versions of real dialogs. In addition to
length-based features, we add binary presence indicator for several user and machine
acts highly correlated with the completion of dialogs, as well as acts which indicate
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the provision of information and the proportion of all acts which were provision acts.
Table 5.5 gives a complete list of these Dialog features. Recall that the Bigram model
is excluded from this experiment, and that Dialog features do not correspond to the
Bigram Model.
Finally, we use our model to derive the Topic-Goal consistency features. These
features are the posterior distribution over topics for each slot given a dialog. Our
topics were induced from the real training dialogs, and their posterior probabilities are
computed for all dialogs relative to this model. We take posterior probabilities of the
fifty most probable topics for each of the dest city and orig city slots as features, as
well as the normalised log probability of the dialog (the log probability divided by the
number of user utterances). These form our Topic-Goal features.
We train linear SVM classifiers for this task, and we use LIBSVM (Chih-Chung
Chang and Chih-Jen Lin, 2011), scaling features to the range [0−1]. All other param-
eters are left at their defaults. Table 5.5 gives the complete list of features.
5.7.4 Classification results
The results of the classifiers are shown in Table 5.6, and the same results are depicted
graphically in Figure 5.3. Since we have a balanced binary classification task, accuracy
is the most appropriate metric. Here we see that the classifier trained on the Topic-Goal
model features alone outperforms the classifiers trained on the Dialog features and the
String Consistency features. Combining the Dialog features and String Consistency
features improves the overall performance over the individual feature sets but does not
outperform Topic-Goal features alone. The inclusion of all three feature sets buys us
significant gains in performance when compared to the String Consistency and Di-
alog features combined, indicating that the Topic-Goal model learns a useful notion
of consistency of values from noisy unlabelled dialogs which is not shared with the
information from the two other feature sets.
The results presented in this section demonstrate that the model we have induced
encodes notions of consistency which go beyond those defined at the level of strings.
Features derived from the latent Topic-Goal space have substantially improved perfor-
mance in a non-trivial classification task, demonstrating that our model captures an
important notion of how real dialogs appear, which is not shared by the other feature
sets which we have considered.
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Figure 5.3: The performance of five linear SVM classifies trained on the feature sets
shown in Table 5.5. D=Dialog features, S=string consistency features, and T=Topic-
Goal model features. Errors are 95% intervals to the accuracies assuming they are
parameters to a binomial distribution. Results demonstrate that the classifier trained
on T features alone outperforms the classifiers trained on the strong D features and the
weak S features individually. Combining D and S improves the overall performance over
the individual feature sets but does not outperform T alone. The addition of T features
to D + S buys us further gains in performance, indicating that the Topic-Goal model,
which we have induced in this chapter, learns a useful notion of consistency of values
from noisy unlabelled dialogs.
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Classifier Feature Set Classifier Accuracy
String Consistency (S) 63.60±4.27
Dialog (D) 74.34±3.77
Topic-Goal (T) 79.61±3.44
S + D 77.63±3.58
S + D + T 85.96±2.89
Table 5.6: The performance of five linear SVM classifies trained on the feature sets
shown in Table 5.5. Errors are 95% intervals to the accuracies assuming they are
parameters to a binomial distribution. Results demonstrate that the classifier trained on
T features alone outperforms the classifiers trained on the strong D features and the
weaker S features individually. Combining D and S improves the overall performance
over the individual feature sets but does not outperform T alone. The addition of T
features to D + S buys us further gains in performance, indicating that the Topic-Goal
model, which we have induced in this chapter, learns a useful notion of consistency of
values from noisy unlabelled dialogs.
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5.8 Generating model behaviour through sampling
In this section we give examples of the output of our Topic-Goal model in generation
mode (i.e. simulation mode), which corresponds to sampling from the model. Our
examples are drawn from the model induced for the Communicator data. Sampling
from standard distributions is available in most statistical environments, or can be im-
plemented following the algorithms in Bishop (2006) and other statistical resources.
We sample utterances by drawing ACT-slot pairs from the distribution:
p(ai,si|mi−1)
which corresponds to drawing a value from a multinomial distribution. If we sample
a PROVIDE INFO act, then we check whether we have sampled a topic for the corre-
sponding slot thus far in the dialog. If not, then we sample one by drawing a topic
indicator from p(zs) =
γrz
γ••
and then drawing a multinomial distribution over strings
from the Dirichlet posterior corresponding to z. Once the topic for the slot is set, we
sample values as draws from the fixed multinomial and add these to the ACT-slot pair.
Table 5.7 shows some examples drawn from the model. For each row in the table
(corresponding to a new dialog d), we sample a topic for the dest city and orig city as
needed, and sample 10000 utterances given that topic. The left hand side of the table
shows the top five strings in the sampled topic, while the right hand side shows the
top six utterances in response to REQUEST INFO dest city. Note that the proportion of
utterances on the right does not match the probability of the values on the left because
of the presence of other user acts besides PROVIDE dest city.
5.9 Conclusion
In this Chapter, we presented a complete generative probabilistic modelling frame-
work of goal-directed user behaviour in informational, or slot-filling, dialog domains.
We showed how to induce models within this framework for two different dialog do-
mains: a flight information domain, and a bus route information domain, applied to
two standard dialog resources (DARPA Communicator and Let’s Go). The probabilis-
tic goal-directed models which we presented are the first of their kind in the literature
to be fully induced from data.
We focussed on a sub-problem which arises in most slot-filling dialog corpora:
user goals in slot-filling domains are categorical entities which allow multiple surface
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realisations (e.g. Osaka, Osaka Japan), and because the dialogs are collected over
noisy channels, surface realisations are further corrupted by speech recognition errors
(e.g. Osaka, Salt Lake City). Furthermore, the dialogs are presented in the corrupted
form without gold-standard human annotations, and lack user goal annotations; thus,
we were faced with the challenging task of inducing goal-directed user models with
only observable behaviour. To address this problem, we treated the string values ob-
served in the dialogs as samples drawn from a latent topic model, namely a Mixture-
of-Multinomials topic model. We induced a different topic model for each categorical
slot (e.g. arrival place, departure place, flight origin, etc.). We then incorporated the
novel goal model into a larger generative model which captures the conversational dy-
namics as simple Bigram Model (which conditions the choice of {Act Slot} pair of the
user on the previous {Act Slot} of the machine). We called our complete model the
Topic-Goal Model.
We applied our modelling to two task-oriented dialog domains, a flight information
domain, the DARPA Communicator corpus, and a bus route information domain, the
Let’s Go corpus, and evaluated it intrinsically by demonstrating that the Topic-Goal
Model is better able to predict held-out data than a simple Bigram Model with no no-
tion of consistency, and an upper-bound on probability models where the goals are rep-
resented as string. We measured this using held-out probability (as a log-probability)
and Perplexity. We then move on to show in a task-based evaluation that features de-
rived from the model lead to substantial improvement in the task of discriminating
between real dialogs (consistent dialogs) from dialogs where the turns have been se-
lected at random from the training data (inconsistent): this is a fairly difficult task, but
our model allows significant improvement over strong baselines.
The model presented in this chapter could be extended in a number of ways. It
could be improved to incorporate the noise resulting from the decisions made by the
semantic parser. Another possible improvement is to explore the effects of introducing
dependency between the slots in the user goal, which would enforce more plausible
values pairings and would potentially improve the simulator’s performance. The ef-
fects of a dependence assumption between the different utterances occurring in a single
user turn under the Act Model can also be explored. And finally, a more sophisticated
conversational dynamics model can replace the simple bigram-based interaction com-
ponent in our model.
Chapter 6
Modelling Users with Spatial Goals
This chapter advocates the use of a generative probabilistic model to simulate user
behaviour in a task-oriented dialog domain, not previously attempted for automated
dialog management or user simulation, namely: the Map Task, where user goals are
spatial routes across artificial landscapes. We show how to derive an efficient feature-
based representation of spatial goals which admits exact inference and generalises to
new routes. The use of a generative probabilistic model allows us to capture a range
of plausible behaviour given the same underlying goal. We induce the model automat-
ically from data, and evaluate it intrinsically using held-out probability and perplexity,
and find a substantial reduction in uncertainty brought by our spatial representation.
We then evaluate extrinsically first by computing accuracy scored against an exact
match to human responses (accuracy), and then in a human judgement task, in which
Mechanical Turk workers score the appropriateness of a route description (produced by
our model or by real human Givers). We find, in this human judgement task, find that
our model’s behaviour does not differ significantly from the behaviour of real users.
Some of the work presented in this chapter has been published in Eshky et al. (2014).
6.1 Introduction
Automated dialog management is an area of research that has undergone rapid ad-
vancement in the last decade. The driving force of this innovation has been the rise
of the statistical paradigm for monitoring dialog state, reasoning about the effects of
possible dialog moves, and planning future actions (Young et al., 2013). Statistical
dialog management treats conversations as Markov Decision Processes, where dialog
moves are associated with a utility, estimated online by interacting with a simulated
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Instruct MOVE(UNDER, LM)
Figure 6.1: A sub-route can be seen as a user goal, which as raw at a is presented
numerically as a series of pixel coordinates, but is conveyed using a semantic utterance,
a disparity not present in traditional slot0-filling domains.
user (Levin et al., 1998; Roy et al., 2000; Singh et al., 2002; Williams and Young, 2007;
Henderson and Lemon, 2008; Young et al., 2010). However, most of this research has
been confined to dialog in slot-filling domains, with exceptions which include work
on troubleshooting domains (Williams, 2007) and relational domains (Lison, 2010,
2013)).
Although navigational dialogs have received much attention in studies of human
conversational behaviour (Anderson et al., 1991; Thompson et al., 1993; Reitter and
Moore, 2007a,b), they have not yet become the subject of automated dialog manage-
ment research, and existing systems addressing spatial navigation, such as Spacebook
(Janarthanam et al., 2013), remain largely handcrafted. Other existing systems, such
as MATCH (Johnston et al., 2002), NJFun (Singh et al., 2002), and Parlance (Gasic
et al., 2013), which operate within what could be classed as navigation problems, ex-
clude any spatial reasoning and treat the problem as simple slot-filling. Navigational
domains present an interesting challenge, due to the disparity between the spatial goals
and their grounding as utterances. This disparity renders much of the statistical man-
agement literature inapplicable, because previous approaches have been designed to
deal with goal representations that are identical to their grounding as utterances (in
particular, within slot-filling domains). In this chapter, we address this deficiency.
We focus on the task of simulating user behaviour, both because of the important
role simulators plays in the induction of dialog managers, and because it provides a
self-contained means of developing the domain representations which facilitate dialog
reasoning. We show how a generative model of user behaviour can be induced from
data, alleviating the manual effort typically involved in the development of simulators,
and providing an elegant mechanism for reproducing the natural variability observed
in human behaviour.
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u1 = MOVE(UNDER, LM) 
u2 = MOVE(TOWARDS, ABSOLUTE_EAST)
Figure 6.2: Each spatial route (illustrated with a red line) can be described using multiple
different navigational units (e.g. u1 or u2). As raw data, a route is presented numerically
as a series of pixel coordinates (marked in black dots).
6.1.1 Spatial goals of users
As we have previously mentioned, users in task-oriented domains are goal-directed,
with a persistent notion of what they wish to accomplish from the dialog. In slot-
filling domains, user goals are comprised of a group of categorical entities, represented
as slot-value pairs. These entities can be placed directly (or slotted) into the user’s
utterance. For example, in a flight booking domain, if a user wishes to fly to London
from New York on the 17th of June, then their goal can take the following form:
{orig city=New York City, dest city=London, depart date=17-06-14}
while expressing the destination can take the following form:
PROVIDE dest city=London
In contrast, consider the task of navigating somebody across a landscape. Fig-
ure 6.3 shows a pair of maps taken from a spatial navigation domain, the HCRC Map
Task corpus, where the task is for the instruction Giver to communicate a route to a
Follower, whose map may differ. Because the Giver aims to communicate their route,
which is not visible to the Follower, one can view the route as the Giver’s goal for the
dialog. However, unlike goals in slot-filling domains, it is unclear whether the route
can be represented categorically in a form that would allow the Giver to communicate
it by placing it directly into an utterance. As raw data, a specific route is presented
numerically as a series of pixel coordinates, and at the dialog level is expressed using
a semantic utterance. Figure 6.1 shows an example. Before modelling interlocutors in
this domain, we must derive a meaningful representation for the spatial goals, and then
devise a mechanism of mapping these spatial routes to the semantic utterances which
express them.
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6.1.2 Utterance variability for the same goal
In addition to being goal-directed Givers tend to express the same underlying route
in multiple different ways. Consider the dialog in Table 6.1, resulting from the maps
in Figure 6.3. Utterances marked ◦ (and similarly those marked •) illustrate how the
same spatial route can be described in different ways. Specifically, the Giver first ex-
presses the movement from the start point to the left by referencing a page element:
MOVE(TO, PAGE LEFT), and a second time by referencing an absolute direction:
MOVE(TOWARDS, ABS WEST)1. The Giver also expresses the movement under the
parked van by referencing position relative to a landmark: MOVE(UNDER, LM),and
a second time as a movement referencing an absolute direction: MOVE(TOWARDS,
ABS EAST).
It is crucial to note that the variability in the descriptions of the route is not only
at the natural language level, but also at the semantic level. For example, the two
navigational units, MOVE(UNDER, LM) and MOVE(TOWARDS, ABSOLUTE EAST)
are semantically unrelated, but in the context of the dialog describe the same part of
the underlying route, as Figure 6.2 illustrates. A model providing a 1-to-1 mapping
from spatial routes to semantic utterances would fail to capture this property. Instead,
we need to be able to account for plausible variability in expressing the underlying
spatial route as semantic utterances.
A different kind of variability would be the linguistic variability in expressing the
same navigational unit. For example, the navigational unit MOVE(TOWARDS, ABSO-
LUTE SOUTH), can be linguistically realised as “move south” or as “go down”. This
kind of linguistic variability is typically a property of the Natural Language Generation
Component (NLG), a problem beyond the scope of this thesis2.
6.2 Overview of approach
In order to perform efficient reasoning, we propose a new feature-based representation
of spatial goals, transforming them from coordinate space to a low-dimensional feature
space. This groups similar routes together intelligently, permitting exact inference, and
generalising to new routes. To address the problem of variability of utterances given
1Route descriptor TOWARDS indicates a movement in the direction of the referent ABS WEST,
whereas TO indicates a movement until the referent is reached.
2Note that in the previous chapter (Chapter 5), the surface realisation of user goals were conveyed
as arguments for the slots in the semantic utterances.
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the same underlying route, we learn a distribution over possible utterances given the
feature vector derived from a route, with probability proportional to the plausibility of
the utterance.
Because this domain has not been previously addressed in the context of dialog
management or user simulation, there is no directly comparable prior work. We thus
conduct several novel evaluations to validate our model. We first use intrinsic infor-
mation theoretic measures, which compute the extent of the reduction in uncertainty
brought by our feature-based representation of the spatial goals. We then evaluate ex-
trinsically by generating utterances from our model, and comparing them to held-out
utterance of real humans in the test data. We also utilise human judgements for the
task, where the judges score the output of the different models and the human utter-
ances based on their suitability to a particular route.
6.3 The model
The task is to model the Giver’s utterances in response to the Follower’s, at the seman-
tic level. Using the original dialog act annotations (Anderson et al., 1991), embedded
with a semantic representation (Levit and Roy, 2007), a Giver’s utterance, which in-
structs the Giver to move in a particular direction, takes the form:
g = Instruct, u = MOVE (UNDER,LM)
consisting of a dialog act g and a navigational unit u3. Aligned with the navigational
unit u, is an ordered set of waypoints W , corresponding only to part of the route u
describes. Figure 6.4 shows an example of such a sub-route drawn on a map. The
point-set W can be seen as the Giver’s current goal on which they base their behaviour.
Because the routes are drawn on the Giver’s maps, we treat W as observed.
To model some of the interaction between the Giver and the Follower, we addi-
tionally consider in our model the previous dialog act of the Follower, which could for
example be:
f = Acknowledge
Given point-set W and preceding Follower act f , as the Giver, we need to determine
a procedure for choosing which dialog act g and navigational unit u to produce. In other
3We align g and u in a preprocessing step. We also store the names of the landmarks which the
navigational units abstract away from.
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words, we are interested in the following distribution:
p(g,u| f ,W ) (6.1)
which says that, as the Giver, we select our utterances on the basis of what the Follower
says, and on the set of waypoints we next wish to describe.
To formalise this idea into a generative model, we assume that the Giver act g
depends only on the Follower act f . We further assume that the navigational unit
u depends on the set of waypoints W which it describes, and on the Giver’s choice
of dialog act g: This provides a simple way of incorporating the different sources of
information into a complete generative model. Using applications of Bayes’ Rule and
some independence assumptions, we arrive at the following generative model4:
p(g,u| f ,W ) = p(u) p(g|u) p( f |g) p(W |u)
∑g′u′ p(u′) p(g′|u′) p( f |g′) p(W |u′)
(6.2)
This equation requires four distributions: p(u), p(g|u), p( f |g), and p(W |u). The first
three constitute the semantic component of our model, to which we dedicate Sec-
tion 6.3.1, while the fourth constitutes the spatio-semantic component, to which we
dedicate Sections 6.3.2–6.3.4.
6.3.1 The semantic component
The semantic component concerns only the categorical variables, f , g, and u, and
addresses how the Giver selects their semantic utterances based on what the Follower
says. We model the distributions u, g|u, and f |g from Equation (6.2) as categorical
distributions with uniform Dirichlet priors:
u∼Cat(α) α∼ Dir(ε) (6.3a)
g|u∼Cat(β) β∼ Dir(κ) (6.3b)
f |g∼Cat(γ) γ∼ Dir(λ) (6.3c)
6.3.2 Spatial goal abstraction
Each ordered point-set W on some given map can be seen as the Giver’s current goal,
on which they base their behaviour. Let W = {wi;0≤ i < n}, where wi = (xi,yi) is
a waypoint, and xi,yi are pixel coordinates on the map, typically obtained through a
vision processing step.
4The derivation of the model is in Appendix A























(a) sub-route aligned with u (c) the model(b) spatial feature extractionFigure 6.4: In the data, each of the Giver’s navigational units u, is aligned with an























(a) sub-route aligned with u (c) the model(b) spatial feature extraction
Figure 6.5: We extract a spatial feature vector v of fixed length, from point-sets W and
M, which are of varying lengths. W is the ordered set of points corresponding to a
spatial sub-route, while M is the unordered set or points indicating landmark locations


























Figure 6.6: We define a generative model of the Giver’s semantic utterances, over the
Giver’s dialog act g and navigational unit u, preceding Follower act f , and spatial feature
vector v. Latent parameters and priors are shown. Note that the arrows only indicate
conditional probabilities rather than direct causal links.
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Given this goal formulation, from Equation (6.2) we require p(W |u), i.e. the prob-
ability of a set of waypoints given a navigational unit. However, there are two prob-
lems with deriving a generative model directly over W . Firstly, the length of W varies
from one point-set to the next, making it hard to compare probabilities with different
numbers of observations. Secondly, deriving a model directly over x,y coordinates
introduces sparsity problems, as we are highly unlikely to encounter the same set of
coordinates multiple times. We thus require an abstraction away from the space of
pixel coordinates.
Our approach is to extract feature vectors of fixed length from the point-sets, and
then derive a generative model over the feature vectors instead of the point-sets. Fea-
ture extraction allows point-sets with similar characteristics, rather than exact pixel
values, to give rise to similar distributions over navigational units, thus enabling the
model to reason given previously unseen point-sets. The features we extract are de-
tailed in Section 6.3.4.
6.3.3 The multivariate normal distribution
Let M be a point-set describing map elements, which include landmark locations (cen-
tre of the landmark) and map boundary information (the edge of the map), and where
each position in the point-set is labelled appropriately. M =
{







is a map element with pixel coordinates x j and y j. We define a spatial
feature function ψ : W,M→ Rn which captures, as feature values, the characteristics
of the point-set W in relation to elements in M. Let the spatial feature vector, extracted
from the point-set W and the map elements M, be:
v = ψ(W,M) (6.4)
Figure 6.5 illustrates the feature extraction process, while Section 6.3.4 describes the
features we extract. We now define a distribution over the feature vector v given the
navigational unit u. We model v|u as a multivariate normal distribution (recall that v is
in Rn):
v|u∼ N (µu,Σu) (6.5)
where µ and Σ are the mean vectors and covariance matrices respectively. Subscript u
indicates that there is one such parameter for each navigational unit u.
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6.3.4 The spatial feature sets
Here we define the spatial feature sets which we extract from W and M to arrive at fea-
ture vector v in Equation 6.4. We compute four different feature sets from the ordered
set of waypoints W representing the sub-route, and from the point-set M containing
elements of the map (as we described in Section 6.3.3). The four feature sets are:
1. Absolute features capture directions and distances of movement. We compute
the distance between the first and last points in W , and compute the angle be-
tween unit vector <0,-1> and the line connecting first and last points in W . This
gives rise to 2 features
2. Polynomial features capture shapes of movements as straight lines or curves.
We compute the mean residual of a degree one polynomial fit to the points in W
(linear), and a degree two polynomial (quadratic), which gives rise to 2 features.
These features are computed quickly and efficiently, requiring only the solution
to a least squares problem
3. Landmark features capture how close the route takes the Follower to the near-
est landmark. We compute the distance between the end-point in W and the
nearest landmark in M, where the nearest landmark is automatically inferred
based on the coordinates. We additionally compute the angle between the route
taken in W and the line connecting the start point in W to the nearest landmark.
This gives rise to 2 features
4. Edge features capture the relationship between the movement and the map
edges. We compute the distance from the start-point in W to the nearest edge
and corner in M, and similarly for the end-point in W , giving rise to 4 features
The four feature sets give rise to 10 features in total, and thus the feature vector v is of
fixed length 10.
6.3.5 The complete generative model
Our complete generative model of the Giver is a distribution over Giver act g and
navigational unit u, given the preceding Follower act f and the spatial feature vector
v. Vector v is the result of applying the feature extraction function ψ over W and M,
where W is the ordered point-set describing the sub-route aligned with u, and M is
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the point-set describing landmark locations and map edge information. We rewrite
Equation (6.2) as:
p(g,u| f ,v) = p(u) p(g|u) p( f |g) p(v|u)
∑g′u′ p(u′) p(g′|u′) p( f |g′) p(v|u′)
(6.6)
We call our model the Spatio-Semantic Model, SSM, and depict it in Figure 6.6.
6.4 Parameter Estimation
In this section, we describe how we estimate our model from data. For the semantic
component, described in Equations 6.3, we use point estimates for α, β and γ, fixing
them at their posterior means in the following manner:




Where L = size of vector β. We do the same for α̂ and γ̂. As for the spatial com-
ponent, it is a matter of estimating a multivariate normal distribution for each nav-
igational u we encounter, as shown in Equation 6.5. Since the alignments between
navigational units u and point-sets W are fully observed, parameter estimation is a
question of estimating the mean vectors µu′ and the covariance matrices Σu′ from the
point-sets co-occurring with navigational unit u′. While a fully Bayesian estimation
with tied parameters would likely help estimate accurate distributions for rarely seen
utterances, for these experiments we use maximum likelihood estimators. To avoid
issues with degenerate covariance matrices resulting from small amounts of data, we
use diagonal covariance matrices. Because v|u is normally distributed, inference, both
for parameters and conditional distributions over navigational units, can be performed
exactly, and so the model is exceptionally quick to learn and perform inference.
Because we also want to be able to assign probabilities to previously unseen in-
stances, we smooth our models by learning what we refer to as a background model.
We estimate the background model from all the training data, which results in high
variance in the distribution over features and a flat overall distribution. Where no
model can be estimated for a particular navigational unit, we use that navigational
unit’s smoothed prior probability combined with the background model for its likeli-
hood.
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6.5 The dialog resource: Map Task
We conduct our experiments on the Map Task corpus (Anderson et al., 1991) which is a
collection of cooperative human-human dialogs arising from the spatial navigation task
explained in Figure 6.3 and Table 6.1. The two human participants, an instruction Giver
and an instruction Follower, are each given a map depicting a hand-drawn landscape.
The maps are almost but not quite identical, and differ in that
• some landmarks occur only in one of the maps and not the other
• and that the Giver’s map contains a route marked with start and end points
The navigational task is for the Giver to convey the route for the Follower, and for the
Follower to draw (on their own map) the route which they’ve inferred. The corpus con-
tains 128 dialogs concerning 15 different pairs of maps. Figure 6.3 shows and example
of a pair of maps taken from the corpus, and Table 6.1 shows an example of part of a
dialog arising from the pair of maps. Although we don’t directly address the disparity
between the Giver’s map and the Follower’s map in our modelling, it still results in
richer dialogs, which implicitly capture the idea of different world knowledge.
In this chapter, we model the Giver’s behaviour conditioned on the Follower’s,
and consider the spatial routes drawn on the Giver’s map as their observed user goals.
Despite being observed, the goals presents an interesting challenge because they are
represented numerically as a sequence of pixel coordinates while being grounded as
semantic utterances; a disparity not present in conventional slot-filling domains, where
the goals are represented and grounded using categorical entities of the same form.
To our knowledge, there are no attempts to model instruction Givers as users in the
Map Task domain. Two studies model the Follower in the context of understanding
natural language instructions and interpreting them by drawing a route (Levit and Roy,
2007; Vogel and Jurafsky, 2010). Both studies exclude dialog from their modelling.
Although their work is not directly comparable to ours, they provide a suitable corpus
for our task.
The original release of the corpus contained dialog acts (such as Acknowledge and
Instruct) in addition to natural language transcriptions of the dialogs, all of which
were manually labelled by expert annotators (Anderson et al., 1991). Because we
model behaviour at the semantic level, we require semantic annotations of the human-
transcribed dialogs, which can typically be obtained through a semantic parse of the
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natural language utterances. We also model the goals as spatial routes, whose annota-
tions are typically obtained through vision processing of the maps.
In our experiments, we use an existing extension of the corpus by Levit and Roy
(2007), which is semantically and spatially annotated by expert annotators. The spatial
annotations are x,y pixel coordinates of landmark locations and evenly spaces points
on the routes. All 15 giver maps from the original corpus were annotated. The naviga-
tional units take the predicates MOVE, TURN, POSITION, or ORIENTATION, and two
arguments: a route descriptor and a referent. The semantic annotations were restricted
to the Giver’s Instruct, Clarify, and Explain acts. Out of the original 128 dialogs, 25
were semantically annotated.
6.5.1 Corpus statistics and state space
For our experiments, we use all 15 maps, and all 25 semantically annotated dialogs. A
dialog on average contain 57.5 instances, where an instance is an occurrence of f , g,
u, and W . We find 87 unique navigational units u in our data, however, according to
the semantic representation, there can be 456 distinct possible values for u5. As for the
rest of the variables, f takes 15 values, g takes 4, and v is a real-valued vector of length
10, extracted from the real valued sets W and M of varying lengths. We thus reason in
a semantic state space of 87×15×4 = 5220, and an infinite spatial state space.
6.6 Intrinsic evaluation of model
Our first evaluation is intrinsic, based on notion that the higher the probability a model
assigns to held out data (new instances of data not used to train the model), the better
the model is at predicting / generating that data. One intrinsic metric which we com-
pute is the probability a model assigns to held-out data, or held-out probability. Note
that while higher numbers are better, the target is not 1 as this is not a percentage. A
second metric which we compute is the related information theoretic metric of per-
plexity, which measures how surprising a model finds the held-out data, where lower
is better. Perplexity is 2−log2(d) where d is the probability of the instance in question.
Both metrics have been used to evaluate user simulators in the literature (Georgila
et al., 2005a; Eshky et al., 2012).
520×2 for TURN and ORIENTATION, + 208×2 for MOVE and POSITION.







Table 6.2: Perplexity scores (and standard deviations) of our model, computed over
the four feature sets and their combination, estimated through leave-one-out validation.
(A) outperforms all individual sets, while the combination of all features yields the best
overall performance.
The advantage of these metrics is that they allow us to evaluate the entire distri-
bution provided by our model. They also allow us to compare the performance of
models relative to one another. In our next set of experiments, we compute the per-
utterance probability of held-out data, instead of the per-dialog probability (the latter
was deemed incompatible across dialogs of different lengths by Pietquin and Hastie
(2013)).
6.6.1 Experimental setup
We evaluate using leave-one-out validation, which estimates the model from all but
one dialog, then evaluates the probability of that dialog. We repeat this process until
all dialogs have been evaluated as the unseen dialog.
6.6.2 Evaluating the feature sets
We first consider the suitability of the different feature sets for predicting utterances.
Figure 6.7 shows the mean per-utterance probability our model assigns to held-out data
when using different sets. The more predictable the model finds the data, the higher
the probability. Note that the target metric here is not 1, as there is no single correct
answer. It can be seen that the most successful features in order of predictiveness are:
Absolute, then Polynomial, then Landmark, and finally Edge. The combination of all
buys us further improvement. Perplexity is shown in Table 6.2.
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Figure 6.7: Mean per-utterance probability, assigned to held-out data by our model
when defined over the four feature sets and their combinations, estimated through
leave-one-out validation. A=Absolute, P=Polynomial, L=Landmark, and E=Edge. Er-
ror bars are standard deviations. The model defined over the combination of all features
yields the best performance.
6.6.3 Evaluating the model
Secondly, we consider two baselines inspired by models in the literature (Eckert et al.,
1997; Levin et al., 2000b; Georgila et al., 2005a). Both are variants of our model
that lack the spatial component, (have no model of goal). Although the baselines are
weak, they allow us to measure the extent of reduction in uncertainty brought by the
addition of the spatial component to our model, which is the primary purpose of this
comparison. Baseline 1 is p(g,u) while Baseline 2 is p(g,u| f ). The first tells us how
predictable Giver utterances are (in the held-out data), based only on the normalised
frequencies. The second tells us how predictable they become when we condition on
the previous Follower act. Details of the baselines are similar to equations described
in Section 6.3.1.
Figure 6.8 shows the mean per-utterance probability our model assigns to held-out
data when compared to the two baselines. Baseline 2 slightly improves our predictions
over Baseline 1, although not reliably so, when considering the small increase in per-
plexity in Table 6.3. SSM demonstrates a much larger relative improvement across
both metrics. The results demonstrate that our spatial component enables substantial
reduction in uncertainty, brought by the transfer of information from the maps to the
utterances.
Intrinsic metrics, such as the probability of held-out data and perplexity, provide


























Figure 6.8: Mean per-utterance probability assigned to held-out data by our model
(SSM), compared to two baselines which lack the spatial component, estimated through
leave-one-out validation. Error bars are standard deviations. The large increase in per-
formance by our model demonstrates the extent of the reduction in uncertainty brought





Table 6.3: Perplexity scores of our model (SSM) compared to the two baselines, esti-
mated through leave-one-out validation. Our model finds the held-out data to be least
surprising, and by a large margin, demonstrating the extent of the reduction in uncer-
tainty brought by our spatial representation.
us with an elegant way of evaluating probabilistic models in a setting where there is
no single correct answer, but a range of plausible answers, by exploiting the model’s
inherit ability to assign probability to behaviour. However, the metrics can be hard
to interpret in an absolute sense, providing much better information about the relative
strengths of different models rather than their absolute utility. In the next section, we
explore methods for determining the utility of the models when applied to tasks.
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Figure 6.9: Examples of sub-routes from the held-out data for the extrinsic evaluation.
Each sub-route is marked with a start and end point (◦ and × in red). Each model to
be evaluated produced a navigational unit to describe the sub-route.
6.7 Extrinsic evaluation of spatial component
We have shown in the previous section that our spatial component improves our predic-
tions of the held-out data. But in the absence of an upper bound, the numerical values
of the intrinsic metrics (of perplexity and held-out probability) can be difficult to inter-
pret. To get a better intuition of the intrinsic gains, we conduct a task-based evaluation
of our model output, and focus on evaluating the spatial component to investigate its
usefulness.
6.7.1 Experimental setup
We train on 22 of the dialogs, holding out 3 dialogs, concerning 3 unseen maps, for
testing. The reason for doing this is to implicitly demonstrate the model’s ability to
reason about new maps not seen at training time, as well as new dialogs. The evaluation
task is as follows: for each sub-route in the held-out data, we generate from the model
the most probable description of that route6. Figure 6.9 shows some examples of sub-
routes taken from the test dialogs, and Figure 6.10 shows examples of sub-routes along
with the most probable navigational unit to describe each under our model, SSM.
6The models can generate 1 of the 87 navigational units observed in the training set, but are made to
output the most probable in this experiment.
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(a) (b) (c)
(d) (f) (g)(e)
Figure 6.10: Examples from the extrinsic test set. Given a sub-route marked with
start-point ◦ and end-point × (in red), our model generates the following u val-
ues: (a) MOVE(TOWARDS, ABS NORTHEAST) (b) MOVE(FOLLOW-BOUNDARY, LM)
(c) MOVE(TOWARDS, ABS SOUTHWEST) (d) MOVE(PAST, LM) (e) MOVE(TOWARDS,
ABS WEST) (f) MOVE(AROUND, LM) (g) TURN(ABS WEST).
6.7.2 Accuracy
We first explore a naive notion of accuracy. We treat the original Giver utterances
which were used in the holdout data itself to describe the routes; these were produced
by the original human Givers at the time the corpus was created, and we refer to them
as Real Giver. We then compute the percentage of model-generated navigational unit
which match the Real Giver navigational units. And here we are interested in the
quality of most probable navigational unit. As a Baseline, we produce the most prob-
able navigational unit under our model unconditioned on the route. This results in a
frequency-based navigational unit, and since we are producing the most probable then
this is always MOVE(TOWARDS, LM).
Although accuracy and the related metrics of precision and recall are widely used
to evaluate simulators in the literature, we argue that it is an unsuitable metric as it
assumes a single correct answer when many are feasible. One can expect such metrics
to heavily penalise the valid variability of models. We conduct this experiment (and
the one that follows as a confirmation of this idea).
A first glance at the results in Table 6.4 might suggest that both models have little
utility: SSM is “correct” only 33% of the time, while the Baseline only 7% of the
time. However, the extent to which this conclusion follows depends on the suitability
of accuracy as a means of evaluating dialog. As we have motivated earlier in the




Table 6.4: The percentage of model-generated navigational units that match Real Giver
navigational units in the test set. The models output the most probable navigational
unit to describe a given sub-route. We argue that accuracy, and the related metrics of







Table 6.5: The average scores assigned by human judges to model-generated navi-
gational units on a Likert scale of 1-7. We treat the numerical values as continuous
intervals and not as ordinal values. The deliberate Mismatch is judged to be the worst,
which confirms the reliability of the data collected on mechanical turk. The Baseline,
which is only based on frequencies and lacks the spatial component, has some utility
and performs better than the mismatch. SSM and Real Giver are both scored reason-
ably well, and are judged to be of similar quality.
introduction of the chapter, it is rarely the case in dialog that there is a single correct
answer and a host of incorrect ones, but rather a gradient of descriptions from the
highly informative and appropriate to the nonsensical and confusing. Such subtleties
are not captured by an accuracy test (or the closely related recall and precision). In
demonstration of this point, we next conduct qualitative evaluation of model output.
6.7.3 Human judgement evaluation
We follow a similar experimental setup to the accuracy experiment: for each sub-route
in the held-out data, we generate from a model the most probable description of that
route. However, instead of comparing that against the Real Giver navigational units
from the original corpus, we ask humans (Mechanical Turk workers) to rate, on a
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Likert scale of 1-7, the degree to which a given navigational unit provides a suitable
description of a given sub-route. Sub-routes are taken from the test dialogs, and are
marked similarly to the accuracy experiment. Examples of the sub-routes as displayed
to human judges are shown in Figures 6.11 to 6.14 (note how the entire map is shown so
as to give the human judges the entire spatial context). Navigational units are generated
from SSM, Baseline, Real Giver, and a control condition: a deliberate Mismatch to
the sub-route. The Mismatch is generated automatically by taking the least probable
navigational unit under SSM, of the form MOVE(TOWARD, x) where x is one of the
four compass directions. The Mismatch condition is designed to assess the reliability
of the judgements collected.
We collect 5 judgements for each sub-route-unit combinations on Mechanical Turk,
and randomise so that no judge sees the same order of pairs. Test dialogs contained
94 distinct sub-routes, and each model outputs a single answer, excluding the Real
Giver: in the original corpus, Real Givers describe the same sub-route multiple times
(we account for the unbalanced experiment design when we analyse the judgements
collected). This gives rise to approximately 2,000 judgments in total.
We analyse the results with a two-way ANOVA (ANalysis Of VAriance), with
factors “model” and“sub-route” for a 4×94 design. The means of the “model” factor
are shown in Table 6.5. It can be seen that Mismatch is scored very poorly, as we
expect, and that the frequency-based Baseline, although unconditioned on the spatial
routes still has some utility and performs better than the Mismatch. We also find that
SSM and Real Giver are scored reasonably well, and are judged to be of a similar
quality. We thus proceed with a more rigorous analysis.
The ANOVA summary is shown in Table 6.6. A significant effect of the model
factor is present, meaning that the scores assigned by human judges to the navigational
units are significantly influenced by which model was used to generate the navigational
units. Additionally, a significant effect for the sub-route factor can be seen, which is
due to some sub-routes being harder to describe than others. An interaction effect is
also present, which is expected given such a large number of examples. Note how the
model factor accounts for the largest amount of variance of all the factors.
Having confirmed the presence of a model effect, we conduct a post-hoc analysis of
the model factor. Table 6.7 shows a Tukey HSD (Honest Significant Difference) test,
demonstrating that all models are significantly different from one another, except Real
Giver and SSM. Results show that, despite the large number of judgements collected,
we are unable to separate the quality of our model’s navigational unit from that in the
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Figure 6.11: Example of a sub-route as displayed to a human judge. Each sub-route is
marked with start and end points (◦ and × in red).
Figure 6.12: Example of a sub-route as displayed to a human judge. Each sub-route is
marked with start and end points (◦ and × in red).
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Figure 6.13: Example of a sub-route as displayed to a human judge. Each sub-route is
marked with start and end points (◦ and × in red).
Figure 6.14: Example of a sub-route as displayed to a human judge. Each sub-route is
marked with start and end points (◦ and × in red).
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Factor S Sq Df F Pr(>F)
Model 4845.3 3 783.9 <0.001
Sub-route 1140.0 93 5.95 <0.001
M:S 2208.7 279 3.84 <0.001
Residuals 3263.5 1584
Table 6.6: Two-way ANOVA with factors model (4 possibilities), and sub-route (94 pos-
sibilities). Results show a significant model effect accounting for most of the variance.
This means that the scores assigned to the navigational units by human judges are sig-
nificantly influenced by the model used to generate the navigational units. Other effects
are present, such as route effects and an interaction between the two factors.
Model Comparison t value Pr(> |t|)
Mismatch : Baseline -16.974 <0.001
SSM : Baseline 23.882 <0.001
Real Giver : Baseline 23.192 <0.001
SSM : Mismatch 40.857 <0.001
Real Giver : Mismatch 40.507 <0.001
SSM : Real Giver 1.171 0.646
Table 6.7: Tukey HSD shows that all models are assigned significantly different scores
by judges, apart from SSM and Real Giver. This asserts that, although only 33% of
SSM navigational units match Real Giver navigational units (as shown in Table 6.4), the
quality of the navigational units are not judged to be significantly different.
original data, against which accuracy was being judged in Table 6.4. This demonstrates
that when many answers are feasible, scoring correctness against the original human
navigational units is unsuitable. It also firmly demonstrates the suitability of our spatial
representation, and the strength of the generative model we have induced for the task.
6.8 Conclusion
In this Chapter, we presented a complete generative probabilistic model goal-directed
user behaviour in a spatial navigation domain. Specifically, we presented a model
of Instruction Giver behaviour conditioned on spatial user goals and on the previous
Follower behaviour. We applied this model to the Map Task dialog corpus, and to
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our knowledge, this work constitutes the first to model the Instruction Giver as a goal-
directed probabilistic generative model.
In spatial navigation domains, user goals take the form of spatial trajectories across
a landscape. The disparity between these spatial routes, which are represented as raw
pixel coordinates, and their grounding as semantic utterances creates an interesting
challenge compared to conventional slot-filling domains. The variability in expressing
the same underlying spatial goal using different navigational units is another important
factor which we considered in our modelling. We showed how to represent spatial
goals in a navigational domain, and validated our representation by inducing (fully
from data) a generative model of the Giver’s semantic utterances conditioned on the
spatial goal and the previous Follower act. Specifically we demonstrated how abstract-
ing away from spatial routes to a meaningful feature-based representation facilitates
reasoning and admits generalisation to new routes not encountered at training time.
The probabilistic formulation of our model allowed us to capture the range of plau-
sible behaviour given the same underlying goal, a property frequently exhibited by
human users in the domain.
We evaluated the model, first intrinsically, by measuring how well it predicts held-
out data, compared to simpler forms of our model which lack an explicit model of
the spatial user goals. We demonstrated substantial gains over the alternative models,
using held-out probability and Perplexity. However, because the intrinsic metrics can
be difficult to interpret especially in the absence of an upper bound, we conducted
two task-based evaluations. The first is an accuracy-based metric, in line with ap-
proaches of user model evaluation in the literature, which we argue is an unsuitable
metric as it assume a single correct answer and a range of incorrect ones. The second
is a qualitative assessment of the model output using human judgement (collected over
Mechanical Turk) which demonstrated that the quality of the output of our model does
not significantly differ from the performance of humans on the same task.
The model we presented can be extended in a number of ways. We have thus
far assumed that the spatial routes are observed, and were tasked with generating an
appropriate description of the route. One extension is to model the route selection
process, i.e. model which part of the route, and how much of the route, to describe at
any given point in the dialog. Another extension is to replace the simple bigram-based
interaction component in our mode with a more sophisticated conversational dynamics
model, which takes more of the dialog into account, possibly as dialog features.
A direct application of this work is robot guidance, by using the model of the
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Giver’s behaviour which we have induced as a simulator to induce an optimal Follower
(an MDP-based dialog manager that interprets and follows navigational instructions).
Another variation would be to learn a generative model of the Follower, by extracting
features from Follower maps (labelled with routes drawn by real Followers). Finally,
this work, and in particular the spatial goal representation, has broader applications
beyond simulation for example for systems that describe routes to users.
Chapter 7
Conclusion and Future Work
7.1 Contributions of this thesis
We started this thesis with the claim that generative probabilistic models offer us a flex-
ible and mathematically principled way of modelling user behaviour in dialog. Specif-
ically, we were interested in modelling the goal-directed user behaviour, exhibited in
task-oriented dialogs, and in capturing the variability exhibited by users while being
consistent with their goals. We have introduced models to allow us to improve upon
existing approaches in well-studied problems in the first instance (informational, slot-
filling dialog domains), and then to tackle a new problem domain in which user mod-
elling for automated dialog management has not been attempted (spatial navigation).
The specific contributions of this thesis can be summaries as follows:
1. We have demonstrated that generative probabilistic models offer a suitable frame-
work for modelling goal-directed user behaviour in co-operative, task-oriented
dialog domains. We achieved goal-directed behaviour by defining explicit vari-
ables for user goals, and conditioning user behaviour (at the level of semantic
utterances) on these goals. We have demonstrated that variability (which users
exhibit while being consistent with their goals) naturally arises from our proba-
bilistic representation (Chapters 5 and 6).
2. We applied this framework to three standard dialog resources, the DARPA Com-
municator corpus (Chapter 5), the Let’s Go corpus (Chapter 5), and the HCRC
Map Task corpus (Chapter 6).
3. Previous stochastic user models which have been driven by real dialog data have
only modelled observable behaviour and lacked an explicit model of user goals
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(Georgila et al., 2005a, 2006). In contrast, we have proposed to explicitly model
the user goals. As a result, we have shown that we are better able to capture user
behaviour compared to these goal-free approaches (Sections 5.6 and 6.6).
4. We have shown how to derive a suitable representation for latent categorical user
goals, which can have multiple surface realisations (e.g. New York, NYC) and
can be corrupted by speech recognition errors (e.g. New York, Newark). The
representation we chose is based on topic models (Section 5.3.3).
5. We have shown how to derive a suitable feature-based abstraction for spatial user
goals, which as raw data are presented numerically as a series of pixel coordi-
nates (Section 6.3.2).
6. We have shown how to probabilistically map the feature-based abstraction of
spatial goals to the navigational units which describe them. We did this by defin-
ing a Multivariate Normal Distribution (MVN) over the feature vectors given a
navigational unit (defining one such MVN per unit). This representation has al-
lowed us to implicitly handle the variability in expressing the same underlying
spatial goal as navigational units (Section 6.3.3).
7. We have shown how to incorporate the goal representations into a larger gen-
erative model which also accounted for simple conversational dynamics using
Markov models (Sections 5.3 and 6.3).
In the literature, probabilistic, goal-directed user models have been deemed too com-
plex to be automatically induced from data. They have been described as “trainable
but rarely trained” (Pietquin, 2012). Instead, their distributions have been handcrafted.
8. In contrast to previous probabilistic goal-directed approaches, we have in this
thesis argued that models of sufficient complexity can in fact be automatically in-
duced from data without handcrafting and without prior access to the domains’s
vocabulary. We have demonstrated this on three different corpora (Chapters 5
and 6).
Traditionally, user models are evaluated with a dialog manager in the loop. This ap-
proach pre-supposes the existence of a dialog manager. However, the primary pur-
pose for constructing user models in first place is to automate the discovery of dialog
management policies, and thus, there is a circularity of argument in assuming the ex-
istence of functioning dialog managers. For this reason (and a few others stated in
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Section 3.5.2) we have argued against such evaluation. As an alternative we have
adopted the some of the prediction-based metrics proposed in the literature (presented
in Section 3.5.1.2), and have additionally proposed new ways for evaluation.
9. We have demonstrated the suitability of some of the prediction-based evalua-
tion metrics previously adopted in the literature for evaluating data-driven user
simulators, namely held-out probability and perplexity (Sections 5.6 and 6.6).
10. We have defined the task of classifying consistent dialogs from inconsistent ones,
and demonstrated the ability of our model to perform well in the task, and to
outperform strong baselines (Section 5.7).
11. We have demonstrated the appropriateness and strength of the spatial compo-
nent, which we have derived and automatically induced, through a qualitative
human judgement task (Section 6.7.3)
12. We have demonstrated the weakness of accuracy as a metric for evaluating user
models, as it assumes one correct answer and heavily penalises a valid variability
exhibited by models (Section 6.7).
Finally, to conclude this thesis, we now turn to some of the possible extensions to
the work we have presented, followed by some of the most salient applications of our
work.
7.2 Extensions to the models
A better model for ordinal slots
In Chapter 5 (Modelling Users with Latent Categorical Goals), we have presented a
good model for categorical slots (e.g. place names) which can have multiple surface
realisations (e.g. New York, NYC) and can be corrupted by speech recognition errors
(e.g. New York, Newark). We have shown that topic models are suitable for capturing
this ‘synonymy’ and ‘phonetic confusability’. However, we have not proposed a suit-
able representation for ordinal slots, such as dates and times, which should be treated
differently, and have used a simple bigram model to model them. One good extension
is to come up with a suitable representation for these kinds of slots.
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u1 = POSITION(UNDER, LM) 
u2 = MOVE(TOWARDS, ABSOLUTE_EAST) 
u3 = MOVE(TO, PAGE_BOTTOM)
Figure 7.1: Each spatial route (illustrated with a red line) can be described using multiple
different navigational units (e.g. u1, u2, or u3). As raw data, a route is presented
numerically as a series of pixel coordinates (marked in black dots), which we abstract
away from using a feature-based representation. We then probabilistically map the
features vectors, which we derive, to the navigational units which describe the route.
Modelling the route-selection process
In Chapter 6 (Modelling Users with Spatial Goals), we focussed on deriving an appro-
priate abstraction for the spatial routes, and probabilistically mapping this abstraction
to the navigational units which describe them. See Figure 7.1 for an example of a
spatial sub-route and some navigational units which can describe it. For the sake of
simplification, we assumed that the routes are observed, and were tasked with produc-
ing an appropriate description of the route, as a navigational unit, in response to the
follower. One appropriate extension is to model the process by which parts of the route
are selected for description; that is, which set of points to talk about, whether to move
on to a new set of points or re-describe the current set to facilitate better understanding.
Extending the interaction model
As part of our generative model, we defined an interaction model responsible for cap-
turing the conversational dynamics between the two interlocutors taking part in the
dialog. For example, in Chapter 5 (Modelling Users with Latent Categorical Goals),
the semantic user utterance u at any given point was conditioned on the previous se-
mantic machine utterance m.
p(u|m) (7.1)
Similarly, in Chapter 6 (Modelling Users with Spatial Goals), the Giver’s dialog act g
was conditioned on the previous dialog act of the follower f .
p(g| f ) (7.2)
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In both cases the conversational dynamics were modelled using a second-order Markov
model. This is the simplest model that can be defined to capture the conversational dy-
namic, but can be extended to better account for the behaviour of the interlocutors.
One way to do this is to model features of the dialog up the the point of the utterance
of concern, and to condition the utterance on the features. For instance, in slot fill-
ing domains, we could condition on whether values for the different slots have been
provided, how many times they have been provided, etc.
7.3 Applications of the models
Our primary motivation for modelling user behaviour was to build better dialog sys-
tems. More specifically, we advocated using the models as user simulators within a
decision theoretic framework using sample-based algorithms which allow dialog man-
agers to learn optimal policies of behaviour through interaction. We also motivated
the idea of using the models as tools for exploratory analysis of user behaviour, and
the possibility of exploring a different class of algorithms for policy discovery, namely
model-based algorithms, which directly exploit distributions provided by our model to
discover optimal policies of behaviour. In this section, we will discuss in more detail
three possible future directions for the user models we have developed in this thesis.
Deploying the user models as simulators
We started this thesis by motivating modelling user behaviour for the purpose of sim-
ulation, and in particular, to train dialog managers within a decision theoretic frame-
work through interaction with these simulators. The next natural step for our work
is to begin to replace existing simulators with our generative models, and to examine
questions such as: given better simulators (where better simulators are ones that more
closely resemble user behaviour, as demonstrated by our evaluation), do we:
• converge to the same dialog management policies faster?
• learn dialog management policies which are better able to cope with new users?
• learn different, better policies? (although evaluation of dialog managers is also
a difficult problem)
The first question addresses the tractability of the reinforcement learning algorithms
typically deployed for dialog management policy discovery. By only considering rea-
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sonable states, as provided by our user models, are we able to cut down on the policy
search space?
Do better models lead to better dialog management policies?
The second and third questions address the quality of the resultant management policy.
While this is typically evaluated through the interaction with simulators (another cir-
cularity), we are advocating evaluating dialog managers by interacting with real users,
or in other words, through the task of dialog management itself. We would then be
able to indicate whether our evaluation metrics correlate with metrics for evaluating
the resultant management policy.
The question of whether better user models lead to better dialog management poli-
cies has been previously addressed in the literature. Ai et al. (2007) find that an MDP-
based dialog manager trained on a ‘random’ simulator outperforms the same MDP
trained on a probabilistic simulator which produces ‘realistic’ behaviour. However,
this work does not evaluate how closely the simulators capture real user behaviour
prior to using them to train MDP-based dialog manager. The one deemed ‘random’
might be sampling from the corpus of real user behaviour in a non-discriminating way,
and thus producing more plausible training scenarios than their probabilistic (and cru-
cially handcrafted) simulator, which might be biased; something which would come
across if evaluated in the same fashion as in this thesis. Furthermore, this work eval-
uates the dialog manager’s performance in terms of how certain the policy becomes
after interacting with the different simulators, which tells us nothing about how good
the policy is, or how well it would perform when interacting with real users.
We have instead in this thesis advocated evaluating the simulators in isolation from
the MDP-based dialog managers they are intended to train (at least initially). The
question of whether better simulators (i.e. those deemed better as a result of rigor-
ous evaluation) produce better dialog managers (and whether the evaluation metrics
correlate) then becomes an interesting line of questions. While the answers may be in-
tuitive: objectively better simulators should produce better dialog managers, it is still
a question worth exploring empirically.
User models as transition functions
Perhaps most promising of all is the notion that our user model can serve as the tran-
sition function in the MDP (which represents the dialog manager), thus enabling a
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different range of techniques to be employed to learn dialog policies, namely planning
methods (Section 2.3.4). Given that we have induced complete probability distribu-
tions of user behaviour, i.e. the range of possible user behaviour coupled with the
associated probability of occurring, we have something qualitatively different to the
ability to only produce sample of behaviour. Can we then directly exploit these dis-
tributions to discover optimal policies of behaviour, exactly (or at least, exact with
respect to the induced distribution)?
Restricting the policy search space
A final idea involves thinking of optimal actions as subset of the plausible actions
we’ve induced, which themselves are a subset of all possible actions. Consider how in
Chapter 6 (Modelling Users with Spatial Goals) we induced a model of the plausible
actions of instruction Givers, as a distribution (over 87 possible actions at any given
point) with some actions being highly probable while others being highly improbable
(most of the probability mass falls on a small subset of these actions). Can we use
this distribution to inform our search for optimal Giver actions? Figure 7.2 illustrates
how possible, plausible and optimal actions relate to one another. More concretely,
in reinforcement learning, there is typically a trade-off between exploring new actions
and exploiting actions which have been previously successful. Can this trial-and-error
process be informed by the distributions over actions which we have already induced?
Can our Giver models serve as a means of restricting the possible actions that can be
taken, or at the very least, can they take priority in being explored? A similar idea has
been applied in the dialog management literature (Henderson et al., 2008) and in the
Robotics literature (Rosman and Ramamoorthy, 2012) which suggests that this can be
a promising future direction.







Figure 7.2: Our generative models we designed to learn the subset of plausible actions
from all possible action. Of this subset of plausible actions is a smaller subset of optimal
actions (or even just a single optimal action). One future extension involves thinking of
the subset of plausible actions as a means of restricting the kinds of actions to consider
at any given point (or restricting the policy’s exploration to this subset).
Appendix A
Model Derivation
We show how to derive Equation 6.2 under Section 6.3. We start with the follow-
ing Equation, where dependencies can be taken to indicate causal links between the
variables:
p(g,u, f ,W ) = p( f ) p(W ) p(g| f ) p(u|g,W ) (A.1)
This model says that f and W are root nodes, and that g depends only on f while u
depends on g and W : a simple model based on the chronology of how the data may
have been generated.
Because it is difficult to directly compute the distribution p(u|g,W ), we derive a
different generative model which inverts the dependencies in Equation (A.1) making it
easier to compute probabilities.
First, we use Bayes’ theorem to substitute p(g| f ) with p( f |g) p(g)p( f ) :
p(g,u, f ,W ) = p( f ) p(W )
p( f |g) p(g)
p( f )
p(u|g,W ) (A.2)
which allows the two terms, p( f ) and 1p( f ) , to cancel out resulting in the following:
p(g,u, f ,W ) = p(W ) p( f |g) p(g) p(u|g,W ) (A.3)
We then use Bayes’ theorem to further substitute p(u|g,W ) with p(g,W |u) p(u)p(g,W ) :
p(g,u, f ,W ) = p(W ) p( f |g) p(g) p(g,W |u) p(u)
p(g,W )
(A.4)
Because g and W are independent, we can susbtitute p(g,W ) with p(g)P(W ). we
also make the assumption that g and W are conditionally independent given u, which
allows us to rewrite p(g,W |u) as p(g|u)p(W |u):
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The following terms cancel out: p(W ) with 1p(W ) and p(g) with
1
p(g) , resulting in the
following joint distribution:
p(g,u, f ,W ) = p( f |g) p(g|u) p(W |u) p(u) (A.6)
The dependencies in the new model, described in Equation (A.6), no longer indicate
causal links since they do not preserve the chronology of how the data may have been
produced, but the new model does provide a convenient way of defining computing
probabilities for our task.
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